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ABSTRACT 
In an age of intense competition and information clutter, traditional mass-
marketing techniques are tending nowadays to give limited returns on investment as 
consumer-market segments become more diverse and specialised than before. On the 
other hand, entry barriers to most industries are diminishing rapidly due to the 
advancement of technology and communications, as well as the globalisation process 
of multi-national companies. Management is beginning to realise that the cost 
associated with capturing new market share is much higher than that of cultivating the 
existing customer base for better yield. Therefore, building loyalty through 
personalised relationships with customers is gaining more and more management 
attention. After all, happy customers are the best advocates for a company and result 
in higher credibility than the average brand-building promotional campaigns. 
In our study, we explored the various dimensions of relationship marketing and 
undertook a case study on the loyalty marketing programmes of Cathay Pacific 
Airways -- a Hong-Kong based regional carrier -- to gain more insight into 
implementing relationship marketing. Our study brought to attention the fact that 
companies often wrongly equate running loyalty programmes with relationship 
marketing. Loyalty programmes based purely on giving certain perks or prizes to loyal 
customers create limited success in the short-run, especially when the product is 
already a superior one and competitors are not able to run a similar programme. 
However, relationship marketing goes much further int the changing of management 
philosophy. It involves commitment and the allocation of financial and human 
resources to create an organisational culture that truly cares about the well-being of 
the customer and includes a willingness to engage in a meaningful, long-term 
relationship. This is the only way that a company can defend its relationship marketing 
programme against imitation. 
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Relationship marketing is not a new concept. In the past when barter trade was 
the predominant way of exchanging goods and services, a key element for success was 
the presence of good relationships among the traders. Later, due to the Industrial 
Revolution, mass production created the need for increased advertising to promote the 
goods while the distributors also looked for faster and more cost-efficient ways of 
distribution such as through large department stores. It thus became increasingly 
costly and difficult to maintain the previous close relationship between supplier and 
consumers. 
However, as certain markets matured and competitors (both domestic and 
global) became abundant, marketers started to look for new ways to differentiate 
themselves. According to Stewart, the profit margins of leading brands are under 
constant threat due to increase in competition and higher consumer expectation for 
quality (Stewart, 1993). Additionally, mass marketing in a diverse marketplace is no 
longer sufficiently cost-effective as in the past. Thus, it has now become a trend 
whereby an increasing number of companies are reverting back to the previous 
emphasis on building relationships with their customers. From an Asian perspective, 
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relationship (or Guanxi) is again not a new concept in business. Though many 
companies improvise this concept, some are more successful than others. 
In this paper, the following areas are explored: 
• The evolution and dimensions of relationship marketing 
• Application of relationship marketing to the airline industry (an in-depth study of 
the Marco Polo Club programme of Cathay Pacific and its Frequent Flyer 
Programme "Passages") 
It is expected that this case study will provide new insights into not only the 
present practice but the way forward for marketers in the 21 st century. 
Method 
The study was carried out in the following manner: 
Phase 1 - Literature review was conducted to explore the definition and the 
theoretical framework of relationship marketing. Reference materials used included 
academicjournals, textbooks and business magazines. 
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Phase 2 - Open-ended personal interviews with representatives of Cathay Pacific 
Airways as well as members of its "Marco Polo Club" and "Passages" programmes. 
Phase 3 - Secondary data search of the Annual Reports, marketing material, 





The pursuit by companies of a higher market share, through the use of various 
promotional gimmicks to stimulate brand switching, has proven to be expensive. With 
a plethora of product offerings, minimal differentiation in product features, and "me 
too" ad campaigns, market share has more often than not been fought on short-term 
sales promotion such as coupons and rebates. Couponing, the promotional buzzword 
of the early 1980s, has not lived up to its promise; rather, it has further diluted brand 
loyalty (Hapoineu,1990). 
The emphasis on production and marketing to a large homogeneous market is 
increasingly less effective, mainly because a massive upheaval in the social landscape 
has fragmented the mass market (Kauffman, 1988 and Kenna,1988). Some aspects of 
this social upheaval are the increased number of women in the workforce, changing 
family unit, ageing citizens, rise in the ethnic population and the shrinkage of the 
middle class. These changes have stimulated the search for new ways to deal with the 
fragmented market. Niche marketing, database marketing and relationship marketing 
are promising strategies which are attracting a high level of attention, as alternatives to 
market segmentation (Kenna, 1988). However, these concepts have evolved 
independently from different perspectives. Consequently, little attention has been paid 
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to the fact that they might complement one another and their integration may lead to a 
synergy and the creation of a powerful marketing tool to deal with the changing 
marketing environment. 
An important trend in marketing is the concept of relationship marketing which 
is a firm's effort to develop long-term, mutually beneficial links with customers. It 
involves a partnership approach for solving complex problems. General Electric and 
Union Carbide were early adopters of the concept, noting that relationships go far 
beyond price since buyers share internal company data with suppliers and expect 
reciprocal commitments and loyalty (Dunn,1995). 
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Definition ofRelationship Marketing 
Relationship marketing centers on developing a continuous relationship with 
consumers across a family of related products and services. Its main objective is to 
foster a bond with each customer for mutual benefit. It combines database marketing, 
general advertising, sales promotion, public relations and direct marketing 
(Copulsky,1991). More formally, relationship marketing can be defined as an 
integrated effort to identify, maintain and build up a network with individual 
consumers and continuously to strengthen the network for the mutual benefit of both 
sides through interactive, individualized and value-added contacts over a long period 
oftime (Shani, 1993). 
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Relationship marketing has attracted a lot of attention lately and has been the 
topic of discussion among marketing practitioners. So far, most efforts to study the 
concept have concentrated on business-to-business and service encounters; little 
attention has been paid to relationship marketing in the context of consumer goods. 
Relationship marketing is based on three key elements (Copulsky 1991): 
1. Identification, building and continuously updating of a database which stores 
relevant information about current and potential customers. This data should cover a 
wide range of demographics, lifestyles and purchase history. 
2. Use of innovative media to target and to communicate with the consumer on a one-
to-one basis. 
3. Tracking and monitoring of the relationship with each customer over a period of 
time and calculation of the lifetime value for the organization. 
Implementation of these three elements should result in a long-term relationship 
between the organization and its individual customers, leading consumers to generate 
positive feelings about the provider and on the other aspects or offers made by the 
provider. Through the flexibility to accommodate individual customers in the form of 
incentives, service options and interactive communication, the provider demonstrates 
that the relationship with an individual consumer is more important than any particular 
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transaction. The customer thus becomes an equal partner in the relationship, 
this relationship itself becomes an important attribute of an offer rather than the 
by-product of a particular transaction. Relationship marketing leads to brand 
loyalty which binds the consumer to the marketer, even when such loyalty seems to be 
contrary to the customer's self-interest such as the deliberate reduction of purchase 
options (Czpiel, 1987). 
An integral element of the relationship marketing approach is the promise 
concept which has been strongly emphasized by Henrik Calonins (Calonins, 1988). 
According to him, the responsibilities of marketing do not only, or predominantly, 
include giving promises and thus persuading customers as passive counterparts in the 
marketplace. A firm that is preoccupied with giving promises may attract new 
customers and initially build relationships. However, if promises are not kept, the 
evolving relationship cannot be maintained and enhanced. Fulfilling promises that have 
been given is equally important as the means of achieving customer satisfaction, 
retention of the customer base and long-term profitability (Reichheld, 1990). 
Another key element is trust. "The resources of the seller - personnel, 
technology and systems - have to be used in such a manner that the customer's trust in 
the resources involved, and thus in the firm itself, is maintained and strengthened" 
(Gronroos, 1994). In a recent study of market relationships for an industrial 
company, Moorman et al (Piercy, 1992) defines trust as "...a willingness to rely on an 
exchange partner in whom one has confidence". This definition means, first of all, that 
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there has to be a belief in the other partner's trustworthiness that results from the 
expertise, reliability or intention of that partner. Secondly, it views trust as a 
behavioural intention or behaviour that reflects reliance on the other partner and 
involves uncertainty and vulnerability on the part of the trustor. If there is no 
vulnerability and uncertainty, trust is unnecessary because the trustor can control the 
other partner's actions (Piercy, 1992). One should, however, bear in mind that in 
many relationship marketing situations, it is not clear who is the trustor and who is the 
trustee; more likely, for example in a simple two-partner relationship, either partner 
can occupy any of the two positions. Also, the relationships are often more complex 
than mere exchange relationships. 
The rationale behind relationship marketing is explained in terms of developing 
the capacity (through interactive media) to address customers individually, entering 
into a dialogue with them while still offering mass-customized goods and service. 
Relationship marketing involves a paradigm shift from the more traditional 
measurement of success - in terms of a market share increase - to a long-term gauge of 
success in terms of a gain in the share of a customer's business (Peppers, 1995). 
Although niche marketing, segmentation, database marketing and frequency 
marketing can complement each other and their integration may lead to a synergy, they 
are by themselves not relationship marketing. It is thus necessary to distinguish clearly 
between segmentation, niche marketing, database marketing and relationship 
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marketing. Each definition below integrates various aspects and popular practices 
which have been suggested in the past (Shani, 1993). 
Segmentation 
Segmentation is the process of breaking a large market into smaller and more 
manageable submarkets. The objective is to identi|^ homogeneous submarkets which 
are significantly different from one another. The organization picks one or more of the 
identified segments and treats each as "a small mass market"(Shani, 1993). 
Niche Marketing 
Niche marketing (or nichemanship) is the process of carrying a small part of the 
market, the needs of which are not fulfilled. By specializing along market, customer, 
product or marketing-mix lines, a company can match the unique needs. 
Various efforts have been made in the past to differentiate a niche from a 
segment. The difference between them centers mainly on two factors; the size of the 
target market and the level of specification required by the organization . The "ideal 
niche" in the past was described as having the following characteristics (Kotler, 1990): 
1. Sufficient size and purchasing power to be profitable; 
2. Has growth potential; 
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3. Of negligible interest to competitors; 
4. Provides entry barriers for competitors through accumulated customer goodwill; 
and 
5. The firm has the required skills and resources to exploit the niches. 
However, this description is also very applicable to a segment. According to 
the description, niche marketing simply takes segmentation one step further, by 
dividing a segment into microsegments (Michaelson, 1988). A better distinction can 
be achieved by concentrating, not on the characteristics of each, but rather on the 
philosophy which drives each strategy. 
Segmentation is the process of breaking a large market into smaller pieces. It 
is a top-down approach. The marketer starts with the mass market and divides it into 
micromarkets. In contrast, niche marketing is a bottom-up approach. The marketer 
starts from the needs of a few customers and gradually builds up a larger customer 
base. The emphasis in segmentation is on the differences in the marketplace, whereas 
the focus is on similar needs and consumption patterns for niche marketing. 
Recent technological advances make it possible to carve out niches and target 
individual members with a precision which was inconceivable earlier. In the future, it 
will be possible to come close to the ideal niche of a single customer (KaufFman, 1988 
and Shelia, 1988). Database marketing and relationship marketing are two strategies 
which can make such an ideal niche a reality. 
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Database Marketing 
Database marketing, simply put, involves the collection of information about 
past, current and potential customers to build a database to improve the marketing 
effort. The information includes demographic profiles, customer likes and dislikes, 
taste, purchase behaviour and lifestyles (KaufFman, 1988). 
Early attempts to implement database marketing can be traced to service 
organizations such as financial institutions, airlines and hotels. Service organizations 
such as banks and credit cards are currently in the forefront of database marketing, 
mainly because of the huge customer databases which they are required to maintain as 
a part of their business. The lack of significant differences in bank services led to the 
erosion of customer loyalty, so they shifted their emphasis from consumer acquisition 
to retention and cross-selling to existing customers. The customer database proved an 
ideal tool to target these customers (Duffy, 1990). Database marketing is fast 
becoming a staple item in industries with high-involvement products such as 
automobiles; with those which face restrictive advertising and have a large core of 
heavy users like liquor and cigarettes; and finally, increasingly with traditional 
packaged-goods companies. 
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More often than not, database marketing is used interchangeably with 
relationship marketing. Database marketing is a necessary tool to implement 
relationship marketing, but it is not, in itself, relationship marketing. Database 
marketing emphasizes the database as a valuable tool which reduces marketing costs. 
Using a database, a company can segment the market more precisely, reduce the 
expenditure for marketing research and be more efficient in handling inventories, 
deliveries, and customer inquiries or complaints. Relationship marketing seeks to 
establish an ongoing, long-term relationship with individual consumers by transferring 
relevant information back and forth in a mutually beneficial manner. Database 
marketing is information driven and centers on efficient reach of consumers which will 
prove to be a good target for a particular offer. 
Relationship marketing concentrates on differentiating individual customers 
from one another. Using the information stored in a database, the marketer 
individualizes a series of offers and messages to each member in the target market. 
Currently, even the most advanced applications still fall short of achieving the optimal 
level of integrated relationship marketing (Jackson, 1990). One noteworthy 
application is the effort by Huggies to target expectant mothers (Shani, 1993). Its 
parent company, Kimberly Clark , has spent over $10 million to set up a system which 
provides it with the names of over 75 percent of the expectant mothers in the USA, 
this information having been obtained from doctors, hospitals and childbirth trainers. 
During their pregnancies the mothers-to-be receive magazines and letters with ideas 
on baby care; so a bond is built between the mothers and Huggies. When the baby 
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arrives, a coded coupon is delivered and it allows Huggies to track which of the 
mothers have tried the product. This use of database technology to keep track of and 
communicate with four million expectant mothers is an excellent example of database 
marketing. However, each expectant mother will receive a similar message and offer 
The main objective is to build a long-term relationship with the entire segment, and not 
with individual mothers. The company communicates with the mothers only during the 
purchasing period and mainly for one particular product, thus missing a golden 
opportunity to build up stronger relationships and cross-sell other products (Shani, 
1993). 
Frequency Marketing 
If frequency marketing is the strategy designed to identify, maintain and 
increase the yield from best customers through long-term, interactive, value-added 
relationships, then "relationship marketing" (which is practiced as aftermarketing) is 
truly a very different animal. While both are long-term processes that are interactive 
and provide value-added benefits for the best customers, there are some major 
differences. Relationship marketing is concerned with retaining more than just a very 
small percentage of the top customers over a long period of time. It works to reduce 
the overall number of customers who leave the brand franchise with bad feelings. 
Most of all, relationship marketing strives to move all customers up a loyalty ladder 
from triers to regulars, to reliants, and ultimately to advocates who not only buy your 
products without even a thought of switching to the competition, but also recommend 
that others use your products and services as well (Pruden, 1995). 
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Acceleration of the Evolution ofRelationship Marketing 
In developed economies, business managers confront the challenges of new 
diversity, new consumer dynamics, new media channels and new competition (Stewart, 
1993). In particular, the rules of marketing are changing. Marketing is the process by 
which companies and customers exchange products and values, those created by a 
company being summarized by its brand values. Everywhere, well-established brands 
are threatened by new competition, often from overseas, and by the customer's 
demand for higher quality service. 
Mass advertising is no longer a powerful and economic force. Under pressure 
as a result are the values added, the process commanded and the profits earned by 
leading companies. 
Relationship management is a business process that meets these challenges by 
creating new value for a company's shareholders, customers and staff Relationship 
management is well-equipped to help business realise the potential of the diverse 
markets. Companies can adopt their communication and distribution strategies to the 
different structures of different markets. They can develop and manage relationships 
with the ultimate marketing segment - the individual customer. 
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Customers and staff are a company's most valuable assets. Relationship 
management provides a framework within which companies can redeploy their 
personnel to exchange more value with customers. 
European business management faces an environment in which recession and 
competition constrain growth and in some circumstances threaten the survival of the 
enterprise. Relationship marketing has thus become a new business process to protect 
the fiiture of the enterprise, generate renewed growth and develop new revenue 
streams (Stewart, 1993). 
Direct-marketing is growing rapidly. In its growth, it is inextricably linked with 
three other major management priorities - customer satisfaction indices, business 
process re-engineering and mass customization. Relationship management is the 
intersection of direct marketing with these trends (Stewart, 1993). 
Relationship management is particularly appropriate for a company that wishes 
to exploit the opportunities of the single market. The paradox is that within the single 
market there is a rich diversity of market cultures and customer needs. Mass 
marketing is poorly equipped to meet these needs. Relationship management is a 
strategic response to diverse markets, media and distribution channels. 
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New behaviour: the challenges to brands 
In the market economies of the 20th century, the concept of the brand has 
played a central role in creating value and in communicating information. Brands are a 
mix of functional features (what the product is) and emotional values (what the 
customer feels about the product). Branding provides a competitive advantage to 
otherwise similar products such as credit cards, cars and airlines. A brand is created by 
adding values to undifferentiated products and services. The Pepsi drinker can feel 
good about belonging to the "Pepsi generation". The American Express cardmember 
can expect superior welcome and service as "that will do nicely". A Volkswagen 
means dependability, a Volvo security. Similarly, the airline passenger can be 
confident of arriving on time and in comfort with "The world's favourite airline" 
(Stewart, 1993). 
Brands communicate information. They are statements of well-recognized 
qualities and standards. They make consumer decision-making shorter by reducing or 
eliminating evaluation of options. They make economic behaviour more efficient by 
signalling value. 
The major form of signalling in a capitalist economy is the price mechanism. In 
well-developed competitive markets, consumers trade off price savings against brand 
values. Brands command a price premium over equivalent unbranded products. 
Brands therefore add significant value to the business that own them. 
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Brands are inherently intangible but their growing significance has led some of 
the leading business and financial analysts to try to put a value on them (Ournsoff， 
1994). Some companies have valued their brands on the balance sheet. This has not 
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been without some controversy and is by no means accepted practice. 
However, brands everywhere are under siege. Leading brands once delivered, 
as well as promised, a premium product. Manufacturing technology has enabled new 
competitors to narrow their lead in product quality and in innovation. The pain of 
recession has changed behaviour. Consumers are less willing to pay a price premium 
for a brand which may be little different from its unbranded equivalent. There has been 
a shift to value in many markets. Consumers demand more for their patronage - more 
information, more rewards, more service and all-round better care. Brand values per 
se are less motivating. 
Much of the new "unbranded" competition has been introduced by retailers, 
who can simultaneously increase their profits and reduce their prices by commissioning 
"own-label" products. As they own the customer interface (the "point of sale"), they 
can exert considerable influence over the promotion of products and over the 
consumer purchase decision. They can manage product categories and the pricing of 
all brands (including their own) to maximize their profitability at the expense of brand 
manufacturers. 
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This is not new. The television industry may have been hurt by Japanese 
branded imports, but the nail in its coffin was the commissioning by retail chains of 
own-label appliances from manufacturers throughout South-East Asia. The trend 
against brands is accelerating and is faster in Europe than in the U.S. In equivalent 
markets, both retail concentration and the share of own label is higher in Europe than 
in the U.S. It raises the nightmare scenario of Europe having what has been described 
as a "screwdriver" economy (Dudley, 1993) - a distribution outlet for increasingly 
undifferentiated, lower-price goods manufactured elsewhere. The trend will reduce 
European profits, with knock-on reductions for example in the research and 
development of new products. Moreover, the traditional marketing methods by which 
brands have been built and maintained are under threat and will be discussed later. 
New media: the challenge to advertising 
Advertising was recently ambushed by a new vision of its future from the 
Chairman and Chief Executive of the world's largest advertiser, Procter & Gamble. Ed 
Artz (Artz, 1994) envisaged the rapid decline of the national network television 
channels and of their handmaiden, mass advertising. He saw television no longer as a 
broad communication channel, but as a highly fragmented medium, and he endorsed an 
emerging view of a "500 channels" future. 
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The share of network television in the U.S. has fallen in three decades from 
above 90% to just above 60%. In Europe the number of television channels has grown 
from 70 in 1980 to 157 in 1993 (Artz, 1994). 
More channels mean smaller audiences, opting for choice. Smaller audiences 
mean lower entry costs, but higher cost per consumer contact. Lower entry costs 
mean more advertisers are able to afford the broadcast media. The deregulation of 
many markets has also increased the number of advertisers and the demand for airtime. 
This airtime is still rationed by limited competition in its selling and by regulation of 
advertising. 
The trends in television have been mirrored in the print media. There has been 
an explosion in the number of titles, and in the fragmentation of newspaper and 
magazine readerships. The consequence of these forces has been an inexorable rise in 
the real cost of advertising. 
More advertisers and more media mean more advertising stimuli. The clutter 
of communication and the bombardment of the consumer by an ever increasing number 
of messages has reduced every advertiser's "share of voice", the attention they can 
hope to receive. Advertising has less and less impact. 
One consequence of advertising's decline is that other forms of activity, often 
described as "below-the-line", have taken an increasing share of marketing budgets. 
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Trade promotions fund special incentives for distributors and retailers to stock and 
display brands. Sales promotions offer consumers special enticements to buy, but 
"below-the-line" is also subject to increasing criticism. Analysis increasingly reveals 
that too often a short-term rise in sales is achieved at the expense of reduced margins, 
without any long-term gain in market share. 
Marketing budgets are increasingly squeezed. The role and effectiveness of 
traditional marketing methods have been subject to increasing scrutiny in boardrooms. 
The effectiveness of advertising is particularly difficult to prove because it is very hard 
to measure. The consequence is that marketing faces an unequal fight for funds when 
subject to financial scrutiny of its return on investment. Marketers are less able to 
build and maintain their brands. The result is that they are losing their share and 
prestige (Economist, 1994). 
Another dimension to the future of advertising is interactivity. Historically, 
television has involved one-way communication to a passive consumer. New 
technology will soon facilitate two-way interaction between advertiser and customer. 
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New technology: the challenge to distribution 
US marketers are used to dealing with diverse and geographically distant 
markets. One US magazine's response to the North American Free Trade Agreement 
was that it "will be like adding another million zip codes to the US marketing universe" 
(Direct Marketing News, 1993). 
The same source also offered this prediction: "American Direct Marketers will 
be able to centralize marketing and management activities and use regional warehouses 
in Europe and other territories. The globalisation of American catalogues will be a fact 
in the new century. Conventional retailing will survive, but more consumers will turn 
to non-store shopping, so it should be an exciting era for interactive marketing, cable 
shopping and catalogues...“. 
The most recent wave of US entrants to Europe has consisted of the retail 
"category killers" such as Toys 'R' Us and Staples. The next wave will be led by the 
home shopping and interactive marketing specialists, exploiting the potential of direct 
marketing. 
Direct marketing has long offered the potential for remote selling in general and 
for international marketing and exporting in particular. Technology will accelerate the 
trend towards non-store sales, and will also play an increasingly important role in 
exports. 
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The American economy has become a test laboratory for the application of this 
technology to markets and to marketing. Toll-free telephone numbers enable direct-
from-home shopping and on-demand customer service. They are also ubiquitous in 
advertising, and on everyday supermarket products. Sales forces are automated, with 
lap-top computers and electronic communication to central databases. Retailers are 
developing new scanning and interactive technologies for in-store marketing and new 
electronic kiosks for demonstration and display of their products and services. 
"Marketing that uses technology to gain an edge with consumers will boom in 
the next five years", reported Advertising Age in 1992 and 81.2% of marketers 
projected higher spending on new technology through 1997. 
Dell Computer grew to an international $3 billion computer manufacturer by 
pioneering mail order marketing of personal computers. Now Dell plans to place high-
technology kiosks in unconventional outlets (Sunday Times, 1994). Potential buyers 
can view, test and older new products directly. Dell calls this "virtual selling". 
Similarly QVC (Quality-Value-Convenience) is a 24-hour shopping channel, 
already in Europe. AT&T is testing an on-line shopping network, using PCs with live 
video, which could as easily be accessed from Europe. 
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The "Information Superhighway" carries the imprimatur of the US government, 
and new applications are being tested in all industries. The new technology enhances 
the effectiveness and efficiency of marketing. It also extends the reach of any company 
to market and distribute potentially worldwide. 
Relationship Marketing in Industrial and Service Marketing 
The interaction and network approach of industrial marketing and modem 
service marketing approaches, especially the one by the Nordic School, clearly views 
marketing as an interactive process in a social context where relationship building and 
management are a vital cornerstone (Webster, 1992). They are in some respects 
clearly related to the systems based approaches to marketing of the 1950s. The 
marketing-mix management paradigm with its four Ps, on the other hand, is a much 
more clinical approach, which makes the seller the active partner while the buyer and 
consumer are passive. No personalized relationship with the producer and marketer of 
a product is supposed to exist, other than with professional sales representatives in 
some cases. Obviously, this latter view of marketing does not fit very well with the 
reality of industrial marketing and the marketing of services. 
The concept of relationship marketing has emerged within the fields of service 
marketing and industrial marketing (Gummesson, 1987; Berry, 1991 and Gronroos, 
1990). The phenomenon described by this concept is strongly supported by on-going 
trends in modern business. Gronroos defines relationship marketing(Copulinsky 1990) 
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in the following way, "Marketing is to establish, maintain and enhance relationships 
with customers and other partners, at a profit, so that the objectives of the parties 
involved are met. This is achieved by a mutual exchange and fulfilment of 
promises"(Gronroos, 1990). Such relationships are usually but not necessarily always 
long term. Establishing a relationship, for example with a customer, can be divided 
into two parts: to attract the customer and to build the relationship with that customer 
so that the economic goals of that relationship are achieved. 
Relationship marketing in industrial markets 
The interaction network approach to industrial marketing originated in Sweden 
at Uppsala University during the 1960s (Gronroos, 1994) and has since spread to a 
large number of countries. Taking place between the parties in a network are various 
interactions where exchanges and adaptations to each other occur. A flow of goods 
and information, as well as financial and social exchanges, takes place in the network 
(Hakannson, 1982; Hohnson, 1985 and Kock, 1991). In such a network, the role and 
forms of marketing are not very clear. All exchanges and all sorts of interactions have 
an impact on the position of the parties in the network. The interactions are not 
necessarily initiated by the seller - the marketer according to the marketing-mix 
management paradigm - and they may continue over a long period of time, e.g. for 
several years. 
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The seller, who at the same time may be the buyer in a reciprocal setting, may 
of course employ marketing specialists such as sales representatives, market 
communication people and market analysts. However, in addition to them, a large 
number of people are in functions which according to the marketing-mix management 
paradigm are non-marketing (such as research and development, design, deliveries, 
customer training, invoicing and credit management) but have a decisive impact on the 
marketing success of the "seller" in the network. Gummesson (Gummesson, 1987, 
1990) has coined the term "part-time marketers" for such employees of the firm. He 
observes that in industrial markets and in service businesses, the part-time marketers 
typically outnumber several times the full-time marketers, i.e. the marketing specialists 
of the marketing and sales departments. Furthermore, he concludes that "marketing 
and sales departments (the full-time marketers) are not able to handle more than a 
limited portion of the marketing as its staff cannot be at the right place at the right time 
with the right customer contact". Hence, the part-time marketers do not only 
outnumber the full-time marketers, the specialists; often, they are the only marketers 
around. 
Relationship marketing in the service industry 
In the early 1970s, the marketing of services started to emerge as a separate 
area ofmarketing with concepts and models ofits own geared to typical characteristics 
of services (Gronroos, 1994). In Scandinavia and Finland, the Nordic School of 
Services (more than researchers into this field elsewhere) looked at the marketing of 
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services as something that cannot be separated from overall management (Gronroos, 
1985). In North America, research into service marketing has to a much greater extent 
remained within the boundaries of the marketing-mix management paradigm , although 
it has produced some creative results (Berry, 1983 and 1981). Gronroos brought 
quality back into a marketing context (Abbott, 1995 and Brems, 1951) by introducing 
the 'perceived service quality' concept in 1982. He introduced the concept of the 
interactive marketing fiinction (Gronroos, 1982) to cover the marketing impact on the 
customer during the consumption or usage process, where the customer of a service 
typically interacts with the system, physical resources and employees of the service 
provider . In France, Langeard and Eiglier (Langeard, 1987) developed the servuction 
concept to describe this system of interactions. These interactions occur between the 
customer and employees who normally are not considered marketing people, either by 
themselves or by their managers, and who do not belong to a marketing or sales 
department. Nevertheless, they are part-time marketers. 
In many situations, long-lasting relationships between service providers and 
their customers may develop. Gronroos (Gronroos, 1980 and 1982) developed the 
customer relationship lifecycle model (originally called the "marketing circle") to 
cover the long-term nature of the establishment and evolution of the relationship 
between a firm and its customers. Managing this life-cycle is a relationship marketing 
task, although the term itself was not used at that time. Again, the marketing success 
ofaf i rm is only partly determined by the "ftill-time marketers". In fact, the part-time 
marketers of a service provider may often have a much more important impact on the 
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future purchasing decisions of a customer than, for example, professional sales people 
or advertising campaigns (Gummesson, 1987 and Gronroos, 1990). 
During the last few years there has been a growing interest in studying the 
economics of long-lasting customer relationships. Heskett (Heskett, 1987) introduced 
the concept of market economies, by which he means achieving results by 
understanding the customers instead of by concentrating on developing scale 
economies. Reichheld (Reichheld, 1993) gives an example of this: "At MBNA (in the 
credit card business in the US), a 5 % increase in retention grows the company's profit 
by 60% by the fifth year" (p.65). Similar results from other industries are also reported 
in a study by Reichheld and Sasser (Reichheld, 1993). Long-term relationships, where 
both parties over time learn how to best interact with each other, lead to decreasing 
relationship costs for the customer as well as for the supplier or service provider. The 
relationship cost, which is based on quality costs (Crosby, 1979) and transaction cost 
(Williamson, 1975), has been suggested by Gronroos (Gronroos, 1992). A mutually 
satisfactory relationship makes it possible for the customers to avoid significant 
transaction costs involved in shifting supplier or service provider and for suppliers to 
avoid suffering unnecessary quality costs. 
Relationship marketing is an old idea but has a new focus now at the forefront 
of services marketing practice and academic research. The impetus for its 
development has come from the maturing of services marketing with the emphasis on 
quality, increased recognition of potential benefits for the firm and the customer, and 
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technological advances. Accelerating interest and active research are extending the 
concept to incorporate newer and more sophisticated viewpoints. Emerging 
perspectives explored here include targeting profitable customers, using the strongest 
possible strategies for customer bonding, marketing to employees and other 
stakeholders, and building trust as a marketing tool (Berry, 1995). 
Rdationship.Ma^^^^^ 
Much of the empirical and theoretical research about relationship marketing has 
been carried out in the business-to-business context (Shani, 1993). In such 
transactions, the individual clients are large enough to justify an initial investment to 
build a relationship. It is only lately that consumer goods companies are taking a 
serious look at such tactics which have long been used by their counterparts in the 
banking and service industries. Leading consumer goods companies are now jumping 
on the bandwagon, and more and more companies are engaged in efforts to collect, 
maintain and update detailed information about their current and potential customers. 
Innovative programmes include Kraft's Cheese and Macaroni Club which sends 
children a packet of goodies; Clairol,s promotion sales of Sea Breeze, to build a 
database to cross-promote other Clairol products, and to secure preferred in-store 
shelf placement; and the innovative effort by "People" magazine to build a database of 
the magazine news-stand buyers. However, these efforts still fall short of a complete 
implementation of relationship marketing. In most cases, marketers are bogged down 
by traditional modes of delivering general messages through traditional mass media 
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(Rapp, 1991). To increase the use of relationship marketing among consumer goods 
companies, we need to understand the important role which relationship marketing will 
play in the emerging marketing environment. 
In light of the increased fragmentation of the market and the emergence of the 
"Baskin-Robbins society" where everything comes in at least 31 flavours (Naisbitt, 
1982), it is becoming necessary to change marketing methods. Market segmentation is 
not so effective as it used to be; the segments consist of customers with a variety of 
needs. Consumer goods marketer have to move from a top-down approach of 
breaking up a mass market, to a bottom-up approach of aggregating individual needs 
to profitable micro markets. At the same time, they need to replace the short-term 
orientation of inducing sales (e.g. coupons, rebates) with a long-term orientation of 
creating loyalty with a core group of their best customers. Marketers are realizing the 
importance of carving out specific niches and tailoring offers to individual customers. 
However, most still ignore the role which relationship marketing can play in exploiting 
niches. Clearly the bottom-up/long-term orientation requires relationship marketing 
(Shani，1993). 
The synergy between niche marketing and relationship marketing is especially 
strong in the packaged-goods market. Relationship marketing would not be effective 
or feasible with very large segments. On the other hand, the most effective way to 
exploit increasingly narrow niches and avoid the risks inherent in a niche strategy is 
through relationship marketing with individual niche members. Two major risks are 
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inherent in a niche strategy: the first is an attack by a competitor who wants to "share" 
a profitable niche. The second is the drying up of the niche because of a change in 
preference (Kotler, 1990). However, through relationship marketing with individual 
niche members, a marketer can build enough goodwill to defend itself against 
competitors who try to exploit the same niche. 
Also, through the ongoing interaction and two-way communication with niche 
members, the marketers collect current information from its best customers and can 
have early detection of any shift in preference or any dissatisfaction. This knowledge 
will enable a responsive marketer to make the necessary adjustment in time to prevent 
"niche dry-up". 
Within the consumer marketing spectrum，applications may prove helpful in 
those industries where service levels and/or relationship marketing orientations are 
considered especially important in garnering repeat sales (e.g. airlines, financial 
institutions) (Dean, 1993). 
Within the next 10 years, retailers will only grow revenues and prosper to the 
extent that they can meet the needs and wants of the customer. The only viable way to 
accomplish this is through building a close relationship with the customer. Customer 
relationship marketing (CRM) is currently one of the hottest topics in retailing. It 
involves the capture, measurement and monitoring of existing and new customer 
activity, but with a primary focus on the disproportionate value of a retailer's best 
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customer. The state of CRM in retailing can be conceptualized in terms of how 
sophisticated is the strategy that is used and how integrated it is into the operations of 
the retailer's business (Doherty, 1995). 
Changes in the retailing industry have increased the challenge for retailers of 
attracting the attention of consumers and retaining them as customers. In response, 
retailers are moving toward relationship marketing, which has been used successfully 
by cataloguers and mail order marketers. The objective of relationship marketing is to 
build a close relationship with individual customers to better understand their needs. 
Store-based retailers can adapt direct response advertising techniques to forge 
relationships with new customers, nurture relationships with existing customers and 
reactivate lapsed relationships with customers; however, there are obstacles for 
retailers such as cost and potential liabilities. Nevertheless, an effective relationship 
marketing programme is well within the realm of possibility for retailers. The primary 
reason relationship marketing is possible for stored-based retailers is that most retailers 
now have the large database needed to drive this type of marketing (Gordon, 1994). 
Relationship Marketing vs Traditional Marketing (4 Ps) 
Traditional business organization follows functional lines so that the marketing 
section has limited involvement with internal processes such as financial control and 
customer service. The traditional marketing organization is also on product lines, and 
not customer segments (Stewart, 1993). 
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Marketing the way most textbooks treat it today was introduced around 1960. 
The concept of the marketing-mix and the Four Ps of marketing - product, price, place 
and promotion - entered the marketing textbooks at that time (Gronroos, 1994). They 
were also quickly treated as the unchallenged basic model of marketing, so totally 
overpowering previous models and approaches. 
Eventually the Four Ps of the marketing-mix became an indisputable paradigm 
in academic research, the validity of which was taken for granted (Gronroos, 1989, 
1990 and Kent,1986). For most marketing researchers in large parts of the academic 
world, it seems to remain the marketing truth even today. Kent (Kent, 1986) refers to 
the Four Ps of the marketing-mix as "the holy quadruple... of the marketing faith... 
written in tablets of stone" (p. 146). For an academic researcher looking for tenure and 
promotion, to question it has been to stick out his or her neck too far. Prospective 
authors of textbooks, who suggest another organization than the ‘Four P' solution for 
their books, are quickly corrected by most publishers. As a result, there has been a 
neglect of empirical studies to determine what the key marketing variables are and how 
they are perceived and used by marketing managers. Moreover, structure has been 
vastly favoured over process considerations (Kent, 1986). In marketing education, 
teaching students how to use a toolbox has become the totally dominating task instead 
of discussing the meaning and consequences of the marketing concept and the process 
nature of market relationships. Marketing, in practice, has to a large extent been 
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turned into managing this toolbox instead of truly exploring the nature of the firm's 
market relationships and genuinely catering to the real needs and desires of customers. 
Managing the marketing-mix makes marketing seem too easy to handle and 
organize. Marketing is separated from other activities of the firm and delegated to 
specialists who take care of the analysis, planning and implementation of various 
marketing tasks such as market analysis, marketing planning, advertising, sales 
promotion, sales pricing, distribution and product packaging. Marketing departments 
are created to take responsibility for the marketing function of the firm, sometimes 
together with outside specialists on, for example, market analysis and advertising. 
Both in the marketing literature and in everyday marketing vocabulary the expression 
"marketing department" (an organization unit) is used as a synonym for the marketing 
function, which is the process of taking care of the fulfilment of customer needs and 
desires. However, the organizational approach inherent in the marketing-mix 
management paradigm is not very useful either (Gronroos, 1982, 1990; Piercy, 
1985,1992 and Webster, 1988). The psychological effect on the rest of the 
organization of a separate marketing department is, in the long run, often devastating 
to the development of a customer orientation or market orientation in a firm. A 
marketing orientation with, for example, high-budget advertising campaigns may be 
developed, but this does not necessarily have much to do with true market orientation 
and a real appreciation for the needs and desires of the customers. The existence or 
introduction of such a department may be a trigger that makes everybody else lose 
whatever little interest in the customer they may have had (Gronroos, 1982). The 
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marketing department approach to organizing the marketing function has isolated 
marketing from design, production, delivery, technical service, complaints handling, 
invoicing and other activities of the firm. As a consequence, the rest of the 
organization has been alienated from marketing. Therefore, it has made it difficult 
(often even impossible) to turn marketing into the "integrative fiinction" that would 
provide other departments with the organization truly market oriented and reaching a 
stage of"co-ordinated marketing" (Piercy, 1992). 
Furthermore, the marketing specialists organized in a marketing department 
may get alienated from the customers. Managing the marketing-mix means relying on 
mass marketing. Customers become numbers for the marketing specialists, whose 
actions are therefore typically based on surface information obtained from market 
research reports and market share statistics. Frequently, such marketers act without 
ever having encountered a real customer. 
The marketing department concept is obsolete and has to be replaced by some 
other way of organizing the marketing function, so that the organization will have a 
chance to become market-oriented. A traditional marketing department will always, in 
the final analysis, stand in the way of spreading market orientation and an interest in 
the customer throughout the organization (Gronroos, 1982, 1990, and Piercy, 1985, 
1992) 
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Sometimes the term marketing has become a burden for the marketing 
function. Managers, as well as their subordinates in other departments and functions, 
do not want to take part in the marketing fiinction. But according to the relationship 
marketing approach and contemporary models of industrial marketing and service 
marketing, they do undoubtedly belong to this function. The use of the marketing-mix 
management paradigm and the Four Ps has made it very difficult for the marketing 
function to earn credibility. Some firms have solved this problem not only by 
downscaling or altogether terminating their marketing departments but also by banning 
the use of the term marketing for the marketing function (Gronroos, 1982). 
Relationship marketing is still in its infancy as a mainstream marketing concept, 
although it has established itself as an underlying paradigm in modern industrial 
marketing and services marketing. Its importance is recognized to a growing extent, 
however. Philip Kotler (Kotler, 1990) concludes in a recent article that "companies 
must move from a short-term transaction oriented goal to a long-term relationship 
building goal" (p.l). In an interview in the Marketing Science Institute Review in 
1991, Philip Kotler states that "A paradigm shift, as used by Thomas Kuhn ..., occurs 
when a field's practitioners are not satisfied with the field's explanatory variables or 
breadth...What I think we are witnessing today is a movement away from a focus on 
exchange - in the narrow sense of transaction - and towards a focus on building value-
laden relationships and marketing networks... We start thinking mostly about how to 
hold on to our existing customers... Our thinking therefore is moving from a 
marketing-mix focus to a relationship focus" (p.l,4). Frederick Webster (Webster, 
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1992), another prominent American opinion leader in marketing, comes to a similar 
conclusion in a recent analysis of the current developments in business and in 
marketing: "There has been a shift from a transaction to a relationship focus" (p.l4), 
and "from an academic or theoretical perspective, the relatively narrow 
conceptualization of marketing as a profit-maximization problem, focusing on a series 
of transactions, seems increasingly out of touch with emphasis on long term customer 
relationships and the formation and management of strategic alliances" (p.lO). 
The major problem with the marketing-mix and its Four Ps has been their 
position as the major, and in many situations as the only acceptable, marketing 
paradigm. Relationship marketing must not become such a strait-jacket. However, 
developing enduring customer relationships and achieving exchanges in such 
relationships through a relationship marketing approach (Houston, 1987) is not only 
another addendum to marketing-mix management. Rather, it is a different approach as 
compared to achieving exchanges in isolated transactions through the use of the Four 
Ps of the marketing-mix. As Reichheld observes, "building a highly loyal customer 
base cannot be done as an add-on. It must be integral to a company's basic business 
strategy" (Gronroos, 1994). Hence, it should be useful to think about possible 
marketing approaches or strategies along a marketing strategy continuum. Relationship 
marketing is placed at one end of the continuum. Here the general focus is on building 
relationships with customers (and other parties as well, although only customers are 
discussed in this context). At the other end of the continuum is transaction marketing 
where the focus of marketing is on one transaction at a time (Jackson, 1985). Thus 
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marketing revolves around creating single transactions or exchanges at a time and not 
around building long-term relationships. 
The Four Ps may have been helpful at one time from a management point of 
view, at least for marketers of consumer packaged goods. However, the Four Ps were 
never applicable to all markets and to all types of marketing situations. The 
development of alternative marketing theories discussed in previous sections 
demonstrates that even from a management perspective, the marketing-mix and its 
Four Ps became a problem. 
However, in the bulk of textbooks and in much of the ongoing marketing 
research, this paradigm is still strong today. In a standard marketing text, services 
marketing, industrial marketing and international marketing, for example, are touched 
on in a few paragraphs or they may be presented in a chapter of their own. However, 
they are always occurring as add-ons., never integrated into the whole text. "Books 
become compilations of fragmented aspects, like services marketing being piled on top 
of the original structure or relationship marketing getting a small paragraph or 
footnote" (Gummesson, 1993). Why has the marketing-mix management paradigm 
and the Four P model become such a strait-jacket for marketers? The main reason for 
this is probably the pedagogical virtues of the Four Ps that makes teaching marketing 
so easy and straightforward. The simplicity of the model seduces teachers to toolbox 
thinking instead of constantly reminding them of the fact that marketing is a social 
process with far more facets than that . As a consequence of this, researchers and 
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marketing managers are also constrained by the simplistic nature of the Four Ps. The 
victims are marketing theory and customers. On the other hand, marketing is more and 
more developing in a direction where the toolbox thinking of the marketing-mix fits 
less well. In industrial marketing, services marketing, managing distribution channels 
and even consumer packaged goods marketing itself, a shift is clearly taking place from 
marketing to anonymous masses of customer to instead developing and managing 
relationships with more or less well-known or at least somehow identified customers. 
In marketing research new approaches have been emerging over the last decades, 
although they have not yet been able to overthrow the paradigmatic position of the 
marketing-mix. As has been advocated in this article, an underlying dimension in these 
types of research is relationship building and management with customers and other 
parties. 
Marketing-mix management with its Four Ps is reaching the end of the road as 
a universal marketing approach. However, even if marketing-mix management is dying 
as the dominating marketing paradigm and the Four P model needs to be placed, this 
does not mean that the Ps themselves, and other concepts of the managerial approach 
such as market segmentation and indeed the marketing concept (Mckitterick, 1957; 
Keith, 1960 and Romilla, 1916), would be less valuable than before. Relationships do 
not fiinction by themselves. As McInnes (McInnes, 1964) said already three decades 
ago, “ the existence of a market relation is the foundation of exchange not a substitute 
for it" (p.56). Only in extreme situations, for example when the computer systems of a 
buyer and a materials provider are connected to each other in order to initiate and 
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execute purchase decisions automatically, the relationship, at least for some time, may 
function by itself. In such situations one comes close to what Johan Arndt (Arndt, 
1979) called ” domesticated markets", where "transactions... are usually handled by 
administrative processes on the basis of negotiated rules of exchange" (p.56). 
Advertising, distribution and product branding, for example, will normally still be 
needed, but along with a host of other activities and resources. However, what 
marketing deserves is new perspectives which are more market-oriented and less 
manipulative, and where the customer indeed is the focal point as suggested by the 
marketing concept. 
Most certainly relationship marketing will develop into such a new approach to 
managing marketing problems, to organizing the firm for marketing and to other areas 
as well. Today it is still an exotic phenomenon on the outskirts of the marketing map. 
In the fbture this will change. In fact, this change has already started. Marketing-mix 
as a general perspective evolved because at one time it was an effective way of 
describing and managing many marketing situations. Before the marketing-mix there 
were other approaches. Now time has made this approach less helpful other than in 
specific situations. New paradigms have to come. After all, we live in the 1990s and 
we cannot for ever continue to live with a paradigm from the 1950s and 1960s. 
However, bearing in mind the long-term damages of the marketing-mix as the universal 
truth, we are going to need several approaches or paradigms. Relationship marketing 
will be one of them. 
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Relationships are the means through which companies can sharpen their 
competitive advantage and revitalize their brands. Relationships create new business 
value. 
The cost of implementing relationship marketing can vary widely depending on 
the product type and the current status of the company database. However, some idea 
of the minimal expenditure required can be given based on the necessary components 
ofsuch a system. A company should expect to spend between $100,000 and $200,000 
for establishing a customer database system, including the planning, software, training 
and additional hardware and maintenance (Hughes, 1991). The main investment, 
however, is in acquiring customers' names and the associated information. This cost 
can run anywhere between $2 and $4 per contact. Thus building a database of a 
million names will require an investment of at least $2 million. For example, Huggies 
invested $10 million to establish its database of four million expectant mothers (Shani, 
1993). 
Once the core database is established, the cost of contact with customers is 
reduced substantially. For example, a targeted couponing programme using the 
database will cost about $8 per 1,000 names. This figure is equal to or less than that 
spent on a freestanding insert, a practice which is common among packaged-goods 
companies (Jackson, 1990). The investment in relationship marketing might not be 
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justifiable for all consumer goods, but there are many consumer products which can 
gain substantial benefits from such a programme. This strategy would be especially 
effective for premium brands (e.g. Rolex watches, Louis Vuitton bags, Channel, Cross 
pens, Haagen Daz's ice-cream. Bally's shoes, etc.). Because of the higher profit 
margin of such brands, relationship marketing would break-even faster than for low-
margin brands. Relationship marketing can also prove beneficial for products which 
are consumed extensively in a relatively short period of time, such as diapers, baby 
food and some medical products. Owing to the volume of repeat purchases, each loyal 
customer in this case represents a substantial profit justifying building relationships. No 
wonder such companies were among the first packaged goods companies to build 
customer databases. Relationship marketing should also be very attractive to many 
services for which customer databases are a necessary part of their business. Banks, 
insurance companies and credit card issuers are already well ahead of the others in 
establishing databases. Moreover, the substantial lifetime value of each customer for 
such companies further justifies the investment. Another group of products which 
would benefit from relationship marketing are those for which the use of media is 
restricted. Tobacco and liquor companies were among the first to invest in large 
databases which enable them to communicate on a one-to-one basis with their best 
customers. In short, while it is not for everyone, relationship marketing can prove to 




Understanding the motivations of consumers to engage in relationships with 
marketers is important for practitioners and marketing scholars. To develop an 
effective theory of relationship marketing, it is necessary to understand what motivates 
consumers to reduce their available market choices and engage in a relational market 
behaviour by patronizing the same marketer in subsequent choice situations. The 
present research draws on established consumer behaviour literature to suggest that 
consumers engage in relational market behaviour because of personal, social and 
institutional influences. Consumers reduce their available choice by engaging in 
relational market behaviour because they want to simplify their buying and consuming 
tasks, simplify information processing, reduce perceived risks and maintain cognitive 
consistency and a state of psychological comfort. They also engage in relational 
market behaviour because of family and social norms, peer group pressures, 
government mandates, religious tenets, employer influences, and market policies 
(Sheth, 1995). 
Direct response marketers have been struggling to build and sustain customer 
loyalty over an extended period of time. Achieving customer loyalty entails going 
beyond traditional impersonal marketing techniques and entering into a relationship 
with customers. Many of the leading marketers in USA are beginning to realize how 
important long-term relationships are for their profitability, and how much can be 
gained by cultivating existing relationships and focusing marketing efforts on building 
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new ones. The fundamentals of relationship marketing can be categorized into 6 major 
areas: 
1. building the framework; 
2. establishing the relationship; 
3. developing a growing dialogue; 
4. maximizing the value of the relationship; 
5. rewarding loyalty; and 
6. sustaining the relationship (Brierley, 1994). 
James Spector, Director of Direct Marketing and Database Development at 
Philip Morris, USA, pointed out, “ A lot of terminology is being thrown about 
relationship marketing and integrated marketing but not a lot of action" (Ballinger, 
1991). This lack of action among consumer goods companies can be attributed to the 
following reasons (Shani, 1993): 
1. The failure to realize the synergy and interdependence between relationship 
marketing and the more popular strategy of niche marketing; 
2. The lack of efforts to heighten awareness and stimulate the use of relationship 
marketing among brand managers; and 
3. The lack of clear commitment by high-level management to the investment and 
organizational changes required to implement relationship marketing. 
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To overcome these barriers and implement relationship marketing, an 
organization has to advance sequentially. In the first step，an organization should 
pursue a traditional niche strategy by identifying an unfulfilled need in the market. In 
keeping with the long-term orientation of building a one-to-one relationship with niche 
members, the efforts should shift quickly to the second stage of database marketing 
where the company should build a customer database of niche members. The company 
should implement the various direct marketing techniques, identify sources for 
collecting information, and put in place a mechanism for updating the database. This 
information should include member demographics, lifestyle, consumption patterns, 
preferences and other relevant information. For example, General Foods uses five key 
sources to build its database: special promotion offers., household-encoded coupons, 
customer's self-encoded coupons, syndicated services, and consumers' inquiries 
through 800-numbers. This information is cross matched with demographic and 
lifestyle information which G.F. buys from companies such as Donnelly and Lifestyle 
Selector (Levine, 1990). Once a database is established, the focus should shift to the 
third stage, relationship marketing. The best customers in the niche should be 
identified and a one-to-one communication has to be established. A message and an 
offer should be tailored to each individual. The focus is on building a long-term, 
mutually beneficial relationship rather than stimulating a particular transaction. These 
efforts might result in cross-selling across different products, which will strength the 
relationship and lead to greater profitability. 
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Through the ongoing interactive process with niche members, a shift in 
preferences might be detected which could signal the emergence of another niche 
which could be explored. The existence of a central customer database not only will 
reduce the cost, but will also permit faster detection of new trends and preference shift 
across niches. 
These three stages have highlighted twelve principles which companies must 
realize in implementing relationship marketing: 
1. The move from traditional marketing to building relationships with customers is an 
evolutionary process. It will require time and a large investment, without any short-
term payoff; 
2. Higher level management should make a clear commitment to go all the way in the 
implementation process. The real pay-off will occur in the final stage of relationship 
marketing. Thus companies which are not moving beyond database marketing will 
fmd it difficult to justify their large investments in building and maintaining a 
database; 
3. Taking complete advantage of relationship marketing requires a reorganization in 
the traditional marketing organization. The brand management structure should be 
transferred to a niche management structure. The profit center will not be a brand 
across various segments, but rather a niche spanning various brands or products; 
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4. To implement relationship marketing successfiilly, brand managers should be trained 
to understand and accept the direct marketing and direct response techniques as 
complementing and enhancing the more traditional promotional methods; 
5. A successful implementation of the strategy will require the maintaining and sharing 
of information in a central database, which will consist of all the specialized 
databases for the various niches. Consequently, a high degree of cooperation 
among the various functional departments of the organization will be required; 
6. A re-definition of profit centers. One of the major, yet fundamental, consequences 
of a relationship approach is to view the customer as a profit center. Current 
practices, especially in the banking industry, analyze profit on a purely transactional 
basis (i.e., Profitability from one transaction at a time); 
7. A selection of targeted segments. Not all customers are willing to build up long-
lasting relationships with their suppliers. Consequently, a clear identification of 
relational-oriented segments as well as a prioritization of such segments is required 
to gear relationship managers' efforts; 
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8. Human resources policies that stress: 
* Control in the turnover of relationship managers. Such a statement emphasizes the 
key role of these front-line people as relationship marketing is a personalized 
process; and 
* Selection and training process that focuses on skills and aptitudes to understand 
customers and adapt the seller's offering; 
9. Decentralization of relevant authorities to match relationship managers' 
responsibilities. Obviously, relationship marketing leads to a decentralization 
process within the selling organization in order to allow front-line people 
("relationship managers") to act effectively; 
10. As a consequence from the previous statement, internal norms and policies may 
deserve to be revised, especially on two major issues: 
* Simplification and reduction in non-relational tasks required from relationship 
managers; and 
* Stronger coordination between fiinctions and departments interacting with 
customers. Ideally, the relationship manager should monitor the coordination 
process. 
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These recommendations hold a clear strategic status. They also entail two major 
tactical decisions that shape the relationship manager'sjob, namely (Jean, 1993)-
11. The job description of relationship managers. A clear definition of tasks to be 
achieved will not only guide actions of front-line people, but will also impact on 
their effectiveness. Human resources decisions detailed above (see point 8) should 
result in this newjob description; and 
12. The performance appraisal of relationship managers should be based on relational 
criteria (e.g. retention rates, cross-selling rate...). These criteria do not conflict with 
profitability as long as profit centers are defined within the relationship framework. 
To build a true integrative relationship, a marketing system requires time and 
substantial investment. However, by bring about the required changes in existing 
practices, companies can start the long journey toward implementing this strategy. The 
main idea which should be adopted is that any transaction with customers can yield a 
specific name and other valuable information which can be a starting-point for building 
a long-term relationship. Thus any complaint by a customer should be added to the 
database. Current promotion efforts should enable and encourage customers to 
identify themselves. For example, coupons should ask customers to fill in their name 
and address. Media advertising should encourage customers to interact with the 
company and should provide an easy way to do it. Employees should be provided with 
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an easy method to "capture" names of current and potential customers and should be 
encouraged to do so. Current customer should be encouraged to provide names of 
potential customers. Many of these methods have been practised successfully by 
catalogue houses and mail order organizations. 
In short, a massive change in conducting marketing is in the making. This is by 
no means a futuristic view of marketing, but rather the simple reality for surviving and 
prospering. Companies, large and small, have the choice of facing this struggle for 
survival and starting the great marketing turnaround or letting the competitors 
overtake them (Shani, 1993). 
Relationship marketing has been gaining an increasing interest in many 
organizations. From industrial marketers to bankers, it has been advocated as one of 
the most relevant marketing strategies to cope with keener competition in stable (if not 
declining) markets (Berry, 1982: Ford, 1980 and Jackson, 1985). 
For management to better implement relationship marketing, they need to 
know the characteristics of relationship marketing. Although the available body of 
empirical research is limited, relationship marketing may be characterized as: 
1. An asymmetrical process: The overall quality and effectiveness of any relationship 
rests on the seller (Levitt, 1983); 
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2. A personalized process: Buyer's knowledge is a basic requirement to the 
development of a relationship (Macintosh, 1992 and Watson, 1986); 
3. Requiring a long-term commitment: Basic objectives of a relationship strategy are to 
increase the customer's loyalty and to achieve some growth by cross-selling. Such 
objectives may only take place in the long run (Moriarty, 1993); and 
4. Resulting in bilateral benefits: Both the seller and the buyer must obtain some 
tangible outcomes. Securing the desired quality of supply and ensuring customer 
loyalty are two of the most well known results expected from an effective 
relationship (Bartholomew, 1986). 
On the basis of such characteristics, one may conclude that relationship 
marketing is a complex process, which requires its implementation to be viewed as a 
major strategic issue (Pierier, 1993). 
Building on exchange theory, a model that views relationship marketing as an 
interactive process between a buyer and seller has been proposed to map the 
development of such a complex strategic issue (Dywer, 1987). This model identified 
the following five major phases in the development of a relationship: 
Phase one: Awareness. Party A recognizes that party B is a feasible economic partner. 
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Phase two: Exploration. Interaction and a preliminary trial eventually will take place. 
According to the authors, such a phase encompasses five subprocesses-
* Attraction: both parties perceive some potential advantages to exchange. 
* CommunicationAiegotiation: the two partners assess to what extent they may adapt 
to one another. 
* Development and bargaining: the terms of an exchange are settled. 
* Norm development: reciprocal expectations are formalized (norm is defined as 
expected behaviour). 
* Development of cooperation and planning expectations. 
At this stage, investment is minimal so that termination may be facilitated. 
Phase three: Expansion. Interdependence of both parties increases based on their 
mutual satisfaction. 
Phase four: Commitment. This phase encompasses the explicit recognition of the 
exchange as a continuous process. Hence, it leads to an institutionalization of the 
relationship. Inputs (meetings, communication...), durability and consistency(resources 
involved to sustain the relationship) are major concerns at this phase. 
Phase five: Dissolution. If a relationship may be viewed as a marriage, one may also 
expect that, unfortunately, it may end up in a divorce (Dywer, 1987). 
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Various tools used in relationship marketing are hereby discussed: 
Database 
By their nature, some products (e.g. in the insurance industry) lend themselves 
to long-term relationships between the marketer and the customer such that 
relationship marketing can be the cornerstone of marketing. This is because it 
increases the effectiveness of all marketing efforts and dictates that all contacts with a 
customer enhance and expand that relationship. The foundation for effective 
relationship marketing lies in the development, maintenance, and effective use of a 
database. Inherent in the concept of a database is the ability to collect information, 
organize, analyze and segment it so that the right people are targeted for the right 
product. Ultimately, the goal is to be able to access a customer record and know 
instantaneously what products that customer has or does not have and what the 
customer needs next (Harrison, 1993). 
Loyalty Marketing Programmes 
Many companies are discovering the importance of customer loyalty. This 
marketing revolution is having an impact on marketing department organization. 
Advocates of one-to-one marketing, like US guru Don Peppers, are beginning to 
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suggest that a new customer-centered marketing structure is needed (Mitchell, 1995). 
The core of it could be a new-style "customer manager” whose job it is to maximize 
the relationship with - and value of - a certain group of customers with similar 
characteristics. Instead of trying to find more consumers for the same product, they 
would seek to maximize their portfolio of products and services to meet existing 
customers' needs, thereby relegating the product managers to mere “capability 
managers" alongside the rest of production and distribution. 
Customer rewards have been reviled in the business press as cheap promotional 
gimmicks and short-term fads. Yet they've been around for more than a decade, and 
more companies are jumping on the bandwagon. 
The interest of companies is justified as the theory is sound. Rewards can and 
do build customers' loyalty and most companies now appreciate how valuable that 
loyalty can be. 
A company's most loyal customers are also its most profitable. With each 
additional year of a relationship, customers become less costly to serve. Over time 
loyal customers even become business builders: buying more, paying premium prices 
and bringing in new customers through referrals. 
A rewards programme can encourage first or second year customers to have 
rewards like a company's most profitable tenth-year customers but only if it is planned 
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and implemented as part of a larger loyalty-management strategy. A company must 
find ways to share value with different customers in proportion to the value the 
customers' loyalty creates for the company. 
The goal must be to develop a system through which the customers are 
continually educated about the rewards of loyalty and motivated to earn them. A 
rewards programme is a competitive strategy and must address these criteria to 
succeed (World Executive Digest, 1996). 
1. Does the programme align with company capabilitiesl 
The right question is not "What do our customers need?" but "Which of our 
customers' needs can we profitably meet?" 
2. Will customers value the programmel 
From a customer's perspective, five elements determine a programme's value: cash 
value, choice of redemption options, aspirational value, relevance and convenience. 
Companies that want to play the rewards game should be sure their value measures up 
to the customers' alternatives. 
减 
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3. Would partnering make the programme more competitivel 
To make value-sharing work, the value a company delivers to its best customers 
should be competitive in all five dimensions: cash value, choice, aspiration, relevance 
and convenience. Although few companies have all those capabilities in their own 
arsenals, that shouldn't prevent a business from attaining access to the fiill set. 
For a company to commit to the steps that build loyalty, senior managers must 
agree that loyalty pays. Then they must be unrelenting about focusing the organization 
and all their marketing programmes on the goals and measures that will develop a loyal 
customer base. 
Companies must keep in mind the following principles of customer rewards (World 
Executive Digest, 1996). 
1. All customers are not created equal 
To maximize loyalty and profitability, a company must give its best value to its best 
customers. For example, credit card companies offer lower interest rates to customers 
with better credit profiles and payment histories. 
$ 
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2. Value created must exceed cost of value delivered. 
A rewards programme should not give something for nothing. A closer assessment 
reveals that restaurant discount cards such as the one introduced by Transmedia in the 
United States offers restaurants upfront cash in exchange for hefty discounts down the 
road. In the long run, these discount cards represent a transfer of value from the 
restaurant owner to the consumer (and to Transmedia) but no accompanying creation 
of value for the restaurant owner. 
3. Customer behaviour should drive value-sharing. 
For a rewards programme to be a profit center instead of a cost center, the layout must 
inextricably be linked to desired behaviours. American Express' Membership Miles 
programme allowed AMEX cardholders to earn points towards a variety of rewards by 
charging purchases. However, it wasn't until AMEX began tracking higher retention, 
incremental upgrades and purchases of AMEX products and acquisition of new 
customers that the true profitability was clear. 
4. Long term perspective is critical 
• 
The full potential of value-sharing through rewards is realized only when customers 
change their habits to become sustainably loyal. Many card companies have used 
lotteries, for instance, to increase response rates from potential new customers. Yet 
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once the lottery ends, people who signed up only to be included in the drawing may 
defect. 
5. Offers must target attractive customers. 
A well-designed programme, like MCI's ‘Friends and Family', can target and attract 
valuable customer segments. The programme offers customers a significant incentive 
to enroll friends and relatives with MCI. All calls within the specified network cost 
20% to 50% less. The proposition is most appealing to customers who use long 
distance heavily, a core segment with which MCI wants to build loyalty. 
It is cheaper and easier to keep existing customers than to try and woo new 
ones. Relationship marketing is changing the way companies and individuals tie their 
knot ofloyalty (Management Today, 1995). 
Since the early 1980s, studies on the effects of improved customer retention 
have been focusing on marketers' minds. One credit card company calculated that a 5 
percent increase in customer retention would create a 125 percent increase in profits. 
American Express believes that by extending customer lifecycles by five years, it could 
treble its profits per customer. According to a recent Coca-Cola study, a 10% increase 
in retailer retention rates can translate to a 20% increase in sales (Management Today, 
1995). 
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Relationship marketing is the way to achieve such feats. To achieve this, the 
marketers must do three things (Raphel, 1995). First, borrow the idea of 
customer/supplier partnerships from industry. By sharing information and supporting 
each other's shared objectives, marketers and their customers can create real mutual 
benefit. Second, recreate the personal feeling that characterized the old-fashioned 
corner shop or Edwardian department store. Make customers feel valued. And, using 
the modern IT system, convince them that their individual needs are being recognized 
and catered for. Third, continually deepen and improve the relationship by making 
sure that everything that impinges on the consumer's experience of the brand delights 
them. 
Customer loyalty is viewed as the strength of the relationship between an 
individual's relative attitude and repeat patronage. The relationship is seen as 
mediated by social norms and situational factors. (Alan 1993). 
The central thrust of the marketing activities of a firm is often viewed in terms 
of the development, maintenance, or enhancement of customers' loyalty toward its 
products or services. Although most marketing research on loyalty has focused on 
frequently purchased packaged package goods (brand loyalty), the loyalty concept is 
also important for industrial goods (vendor loyalty), services (service loyalty) and retail 
establishment (store loyalty). Indeed, customer loyalty constitutes an underlying 
objective for strategic market planning (Kotler, 1990) and represents an important 
basis for developing a sustainable competitive advantage - an advantage that can be 
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realized through marketing efforts. In the present environment of increasing global 
competition with rapid market entry of innovative products on the one hand, and 
maturity conditions in certain product markets on the other, the task of managing 
loyalty has emerged as a focal managerial challenge. 
Implicit in Frank's research (Alan, 1993) is the notion that brand loyalty plays a 
special role in generating repeat purchases. 
The book “Up the Loyalty Ladder" by Murray Raphel and Neil Raphel 
(Raphel, 1995) carries the main theme that everyone who shops is on one of the 5 
"loyalty Ladder" rungs, the company's objective being to get them to the top rung. 
Starting from the bottom, they are Prospects, Shoppers, Customers，Clients and 
Advocates. Prospects are those who are interested in buying what the company has to 
sell but have not yet made the first purchase. Shoppers are individuals who visit the 
store at least once and can be encouraged to become Customers (individuals who buy 
on a regular basis) by simply writing "thank you" letters. Clients are individuals who 
buy everything that the company has to sell that they could possibly use. Advocates are 
those who not only buy everything the company has to sell that they could possibly use 
but also bring others to buy as well. One way to use Advocates for future business is 
in testimonials, the fastest way to lock in Advocates being with loyalty programmes. 
A loyalty programme is an expression of the company's culture. Offering a 
loyalty programme tells customers that they are special. A marketing database 
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programme is the most effective way to build loyalty, increase customer frequency, 
improve customer retention and boost sales. The cost of acquiring new customers is 
expensive, usually much higher than getting more new business from existing 
customers. Existing customers require less attention and are likely to return. It costs 
less to take care of what the company already has than to find new markets. It must be 
easy for members/customers to understand how they benefit from a loyalty 
programme, and the programme must offer rewards that will motivate increased 
response and build retention (Jutkins, 1995). 
According to the Frankel & Co.'s 1992 study regarding Consumer Promotional 
Attitudes and Practices (Schlossberg, 1993), consumers' attitudes are favorable toward 
coupons, and they continue to aggressively use them. Some 96% of the 746 
households that responded to the survey said they either like coupons very much (73 
percent) or somewhat. Ninety-nine percent reported using coupons at some time or 
another. Coupon proliferation, however, could drive manufacturers and retailers into 
new modes of promotional operation. Frankel & Co.，s Don Packard sees event 
sponsorships, tie-ins, premiums, and cause-related campaigns gaining prominence. 
However, they will not displace coupons; they will just help build the kind of 
relationship marketing Packard believes will help differentiate their brands 
(Schlossberg, 1993). 
Senior management is becoming increasingly convinced of what markets have 
long advocated: staying close to customers in order to serve them well is a critical 
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competitive advantage in a competitive market place. Companies are increasingly 
committing themselves to winning and retaining customers (Jackson, 1985). They 
have increased their commitment to relationship marketing through such organization 
forms as national accounts and team selling approaches in order to analyze and service 
the needs of important customers and to provide a comprehensive, coordinated 
approach to meeting those needs over time. Developing effective interaction within 
the salesforce and between the marketing and other functional departments in the 
company has consequently become a high priority issue as senior management attempts 
to operationalize the fundamental percents of relationship marketing inherent in team 
and national account selling systems. 
Relationship marketing involves everyone in the company 
Staff at all departments should aU bear the responsibility of caring for the customers 
and being willing to listen to them, serving them and looking for opportunities to make 
them happier. Since a relationship is built up from a series of experiences, all staff should 
be encouraged to make it a priority to bear the customer in mind, helping to achieve the 
customer's goal. A series of action plans involving the whole company and suggested by 
Linton are condensed and listed below: 
1. Tie remuneration with motivating the staff to build long-term relationships with the 
customers; 
2. Train staffwith skills in developing relationships; 
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3. Set up departmental guidelines on actions that can build loyalty; 
4. Identify key activities that will affect customer loyalty and introduce quaHty standards; 
5. Ensure that every staff member is aware ofhis contribution; and 
6. Foster effective communications between departments. 
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In fact, dissolution is a relatively unknown process due to a lack of empirical 
marketing research on this topic (Dywer, 1987). Relationship marketing has been 
defined as a marriage between a seller and a buyer. Unfortunately, as in many 
marriages, it may end up in divorce. Empirical results derived from the commercial 
(business-to-business) banking arena clearly reveal that the dissolution of a relationship 
mainly depends on the seller's organization and policies, and not on the competition. 
Such observations empirically demonstrate the asymmetrical nature of a relationship 
(Jean, 1995). 
Marketing a product or service to another organization provides an advantage 
in comparison with companies selling packaged goods in the consumer market: the 
selling organization knows customers individually. The business marketer must take 
advantage of this situation. The business marketer is also at an advantage when it 
comes to losing customers. In this situation, the identification of customers who 
switched to a competitor is manageable. 
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Knowing why a customer decided to break a relationship is a strategic piece of 
information. Furthermore, one may expect that organization buyers who have dealt 
with the same supplier for a period of time are willing to provide this information. 
Hence, within a relationship strategy, the identification of factors explaining dissolution 
must be considered as key knowledge. By understanding dissolution factors, an 
organization can identify the issues that may be addressed to prevent further failures. 
Actually, one could even argue that such information should be part of the annual sales 
planning process and also should be disseminated within the organization. Leaming 
from failures should lead to a higher level of marketing effectiveness. 
The question then becomes: Who should be in charge of collecting this 
information? Although organizational norms vary significantly from one company to 
another, salespeople should not be involved in the data collection process. Losing a 
customer, like any divorce, may be a complex issue involving a high level of reaction. 
On the other hand, more and more companies are thinking in terms of quality (quality 
of services, total quality, etc.). Some argue that collecting and interpreting the 
information on dissolution factors should be the responsibility of the people in charge 
of quality management. The logic for this is that the outcome of such an analysis 
should guide the organization toward achieving higher quality levels in the supply of its 
offering. Yet, once more, the dissemination of this information within the organization 
must be viewed as an effective part of an internal communication programme. 
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Based on results (Jean, 1995) on the characteristics of relationship marketing, a 
certain number ofkey elements that should also be taken into account to prevent losing 
an existing (good) customer are hereby stated: 
First, the role of front-line people is highlighted as a major issue. This is 
consistent with the concept of a relationship as a personalized process. Bearing in 
mind that turnover among salespeople is "a fact oflife", any selling organization willing 
to strengthen customer loyalty must address the consequences of such a turnover. 
When the relationship manager changes, there is a risk of losing customers. This 
especially is true when this manager is switching to a competitor. 
To reduce such a risk, the training of a new (replacement) salesperson must 
emphasize the knowledge of existing customers. Too often training programmes 
emphasize knowledge on products, the company and the market at large. 
Unfortunately, this is not enough. The relationship manager must acquire quickly an 
exhaustive understanding of his/her customer portfolio. This knowledge must not rest 
on preliminary interactions with customers. It must be in place prior to the new 
person's first contact with the customer. Consequently, a selling organization needs to 
have updated information on customers, not only in terms of objectives and account 
information such as buying habits，but also in terms of their organization, their 
management, their organization's culture, and the individual personal characteristics 
and quirks of the individual. 
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Second, when developing a relationship strategy, the risk of losing customers 
may be reduced by looking at the salesforce in terms of a sales team. When a customer 
brings some value to a supplier, the latter must ensure that within the selling 
organization there is more than one person who is knowledgeable about the account. 
Obviously, such an approach cannot be exhaustive. It will be tailored to either 
currently high value or high potential customers. In practice, when a relationship 
strategy has been developed, that probably means changing the way salespeople are 
rewarded. Rewards should not be based solely on sales volume but also on retention 
and development of long-lasting relations with customers. Quality in this sense must 
be related to identification of benefits on both sides of the relationship. Then, 
information systems should be built to ensure that their expectations are met by the 
sales team. This practice also should increase the dissemination of information about 
customers in the whole organization (e.g. between sales teams and quality 
management). Furthermore, it should upgrade the sales team's knowledge about their 
customers. 
People in the selling organization also must examine changes in their own 
internal procedures from a different perspective - by considering these changes through 
the customers' eyes. This assessment should be the responsibility of the sales 
department. It should be a major input in the internal bargaining processes that 
originate re-structuring or change of the delivery process. 
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We refer to information as a key factor. Indeed, relationship marketing 
requires gathering and using relevant information on customers. Such pieces of 
information also may provide some indication of potential risk of losing customers. 
The firm willing to confront such a possibility should look at two basic indicators -
cross-selling rate and management (Jean, 1995) - as hereby elaborated: 
Cross-selling rate: A reduction in the number of products or services a 
customer is buying may sound the warning that a rival or new company is supplying 
this customer. Of course, many other reasons may explain a change in customer 
acquisitions; but further investigation should yield reliable answers. If necessary, 
action may then be taken to prevent this situation from leading to a decrease in 
exchanges with this customer. 
Management information on the management of corporate customers also 
should provide indications of the direction a relationship is taking. This information 
t 
should include descriptive characteristics of the customer, such as the identification of 
members of the decision making unit, as well as the corporate culture (Is it a 
centralized/decentralized organization? Are they operation - versus market - oriented? 
Is the customer on an austerity drive? Downsizing? Willing to spend money to 
achieve greater 6伍(：1611。丫？ Are they becoming more transactional?) 
Bearing in mind that a relationship is a personalized process, it should also 
provide information on the "managerial personality" of the people involved in buying at 
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the customer level. By managerial personality, we mean issues such as the degree to 
which they are risk avoiders versus risk takers. Are they short-term or long-term 
oriented? Do they "cover their tracks" or are they willing to change things? Most of 
the time，front-line people have an informal sense of this personality. The challenge is 
to identify it more formally. This helps avoid "bad surprises", and makes 
interpretations available to others in the selling organization. 
A Truly Caring Relationship 
Most companies focus aU their efforts to cultivate a good relationship with their 
customers hoping that they can maintain their loyalty to the company and bring in superior 
profitabiHty. This orientation is based more on self-interest and a member will no longer be 
valued once his "production" does not meet certain criteria set by the company. Using this 
type of philosophy, it is difficult to build up a reaUy close and mutually beneficial 
relationship. The customer realises that he is of value to the company only ifhe can bring in 
revenue and he will not expect the company to truly care for his needs. In return, he will 
not be loyal to the company as he believes that he wiU be treasured similarly by another 
company provided that he can give his business to that company. The so-caUed relationship 
has Httle value to the customer when he wants to make his purchase decision. 
We tend to value a friendship more when our fiiends provide help and support to 
us in our crisis and without even the need for us to request for it. Li retum of this 
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obHgation, we will tend to do the same as we value this friendship and hope that by doing 
so the relationship can sustain. 
I fwe take a close look at the common relationship building techniques, we find that 
emphasis is made on how to: 
1. administer the database; 
2. reward the customer according to his "value" to the company; and 
3. send promotional messages to these customers to generate business. 
There is often little concem for building rapport, understanding these customers 
and providing extra help when needed. Customers are human beings that do not purchase 
simply to earn points to redeem a free toaster or a free ticket. Customers have diverse 
reasons to purchase a product and quaUty alone does not quarantee repeat purchase. 
The common action plan for companies to implement a relationship building 
programme often encompass the foUowing: 
1. formation of a club for the existing customer database; 
2. printing a member newsletter; 
3. offering special discounts on products and services; 
4. soliciting some exclusive offers from partner merchants; 
5. sending promotional messages to these members; and 
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6. arranging gatherings so that members can be thanked by the management for their 
support. 
This type of action plan is easy to implement as companies can copy from each 
other and can often launch a similar programme without finding out what its objectives are 
and what the customers really look for in a high quality relationship. To the customer this 
marketing effort is often viewed as merely another newsletter or direct mail piece to junk. 
When there are plenty of competitors offering similar club activities, the function of 
differentiation starts to diminish. If the database kept is not well maintained, then it 
becomes a high carrying cost for the company since the database may contain a lot of 
inactive members that may not even remember that they belong to such a club. 
Companies committed to building relationships with customers should take a more 
emphatic approach. Staff at all departments should share the same view so that the entire 
company will pay attention to the customer and look for opportunities to serve them better. 
Some suggestions provided by Linton (Linton, 1993) are: 
1. maintain contact with customers by developing a planned after-care programme; 
2. open up channels to understand customers' needs and feelings; 
3. allow customer to maximise the use of the product or services by providing pubUcity or 
education; 
4. analyse the business cycles of customers and look for ways that the company can offer 
help; 
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5. offer a total business solution; and 




RELATIONSfflP MARKETES[G JN THE AD^JNE mDUSTRY 
The airline industry was one of the pioneers in launching frequency marketing 
programmes because of two reasons. First of aU, the differentiation between the services 
provided by the airlines is minimal (especiaUy in a competitive environment after 
governments opened up the market). Secondly, frequency marketing programmes created a 
mechanism to reward customer loyalty. The information of the frequent travellers 
maintained in the database can be used for market research, direct marketing and for future 
product development purposes. 
Since the deregulation of the airline industry in the U.S. in 1978, airHnes have 
engaged in intense competition with many North American airHnes launching frequency 
marketing programmes. The target customers are the frequent business travellers who have 
the following characteristics: 
1. less likely to use discounted or group tickets; 
2. travel frequently on business; 
3. wiUing to pay a bit more for better service; and 
4. travelling on company expenses. 
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The reward mechanism is simple. Mleage flown is recorded as points and 
travellers will accumulate these points to redeem for prizes which usually fall into the 
foUowing categories: 
1 • free air tickets; 
2. upgrades; 
3. usage of airport lounges; 
4. gifts; or 
5. exclusive offers from third party merchants 
In order to make the loyalty programme more attractive, airlines have started to 
form strategic aUiances with partner airlines that serve a different region.. Li this way, there 
wiU be more destination points that members can travel to so as to accumulate points or to 
redeem prizes. Members thus enjoy greater convenience and are Ukely to be motivated to 
retain their loyalty within this network. However, as more airlines form alUances with each 
other and start to launch their programmes internationally, loyalty programmes have 
become more of a necessity than a real marketing tool. Frequent travellers leam to keep 
memberships with a number of airlines so that they can accumulate mileages with many 
different airlines depending upon what incentives that they can get. Airlines have thus 
started to give double or even triple points to routes that they wish to promote. The 
mileage points have thus become a "currency" that members can trade their loyalty with the 
airlines for rewards. 
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Frequent Flyer Programmes ^TPs) were initiaUy created as a marketing tool in 
North America. Then the airlines in Europe followed suit. Li Asia, the need was not felt as 
the travel demand was high and competition was not as keen as in North America. 
However, North American airlines attacked the Asian market airlines by developing new 
routes in Asia offering loyalty programmes (such as the United Airiines offering the 
members a chance to win free air tickets for travelling in any class). In addition. United 
Airlines also joined forces with Thai Airways, various hotel chains and HongkongBank. 
The creation of this frequency programme threatened to take away many customers of 
Asia-based carriers. 
Asian carriers started to combat by setting up their own version of frequent flier 
programmes. This paper studies how Cathay Pacific Airways, a Hong Kong based airline, 
makes use of the concept of relationship marketing to build loyalty. 
^Mteyfedfi^LMoy_^ 
The product that Cathay sells is not merely transportation or its modem fleet. It 
offers safe, reliable and a comfortable joumey to the desired destinations. Its service starts 
from the moment a customer caUs to make a reservation until the baggage is claimed at the 
destination. Therefore, the product itself contains many tangible and intangible attributes. 
Any attribute that can make the journey more convenient and enjoyable than other airlines 
wiU become a unique selling proposition for an airline. 
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Cathay Pacific's mission statement shows that its philosophy is to be TOTALLY 
CUSTOMER-DRIVEN AND PROFITABLE. There are two orientations that form the 
basis ofits marketing strategy: 
* Greater market penetration through the generation of more customer loyalty and 
increase in the number of travellers on its routes; and 
* Market development by addition of new routes. 
It is evident that Cathay Pacific is keen to generate new business as weU as to 
cultivate its existing customer base to bring in incremental revenue. 
Customer Loyalty 
Over 25 years ago, Cathay Pacific's management realised the contribution of 
revenue from a select group of frequent business traveUers and they started the Marco Polo 
Club with the aim of rewarding these traveUers. According to On Mathison (Manager 
Loyalty Marketing) the Marco Polo Club aims at building relationships to provide the 
products and services that members want. The aim is to define who are the customers, 
what their needs are and to build a relationship with them. The key is to provide better 
services and recognition to existing members. 
Marco Polo Club membership is open to any Cathay passenger over the age of 18 
who has flown a minimum of 40,000 kms within six consecutive months. Bonus mileage 
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wiU be given to business class and first class passengers by multiplying the mileage by a 
factor of 125% and 150% respectively. There are five levels of memberships and members 
start at the lowest which is the Green Card level and may progress to higher levels through 
accumulation ofkilometres flown.. The five levels are Green, Gold, Diamond, Lifetime and 
Family. With the accumulation of the required kms, members wiU be upgraded immediately 
to the next level. The criteria of these five levels of membership are outlined in Appendix 1. 
However, membership is valid for a 12-month period and upon upgrading to the 
next level or renewal of membership, the kms credit is canceUed and becomes zero, i.e. the 
points are not cumulative for the next level of membership. 
Cathay Pacific offers a whole range of privileges and services for the different level 
of membership (the detailed scheme can be found in Appendix 1) and can be summarised as 
foUows: 
1. Global assistance - advice or assistance to members wherever the members travel; 
2. Reservations and check-in - priority waitUsting or check-in service; 
3 • Baggage - priority handling and extra aUowances; 
4. Lounge Facilities - a venue for relaxation and business support such as sending faxes, 
photocopying etc.; 
5. Additional benefits - exclusive offers with travel partners such as hotels, duty free 
shops; 
6. Gifts - anniversary gifts for Gold and Diamond card members; and 
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7. New benefits - including limousine transfer service, regional sports cUnics, advisory 
groups and the personalised ABC Flight Planner. 
The Marco Polo Club aims at providing more intangible privileges as recognition to 
their cHentele grouped under different strata. Unlike other frequent flyer programmes, the 
kms flown does not bring in tangible benefits such as upgrades, free air tickets or a whole 
range of prizes to be redeemed by the accumulation of kms flown. The rationale is to 
provide travel-related perks to make members feel that they are recognised. 
As of April 1996, there were 44,000 members world-wide. According to an 
internal survey, seventy percent of the members travel on business while the remaining 
travel to visit friends or relatives. The members are predominately male. 
In order to provide a wider range of benefits, Marco Polo Club offers exclusive 
discounts and privileges which have been negotiated with its travel partners such as hotels, 
car rental companies, duty free shops. These benefits add extra value to the membership. 
Furthermore to award extra recognition to the most loyal and long-time passengers, 
Cathay Pacific has given a lifetime membership to 137 of its members. These individuals 
have been with the club for more than 10 years and have flown more than 2 milHon 
kilometres with Cathay Pacific. The senior management held a party to thank these 
members and granted them the lifetime memberships which brings these additional benefits: 
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• Two confirmed flight upgrades each year; 
• five 10-kilogramme excess baggage vouchers each year; and 
• Access to first class lounge world-wide for members, immediate family dependants and 
two guests. 
To communicate with its members, Cathay Pacific sends the Marco Polo 
magazine and a monthly travel statement to inform the members of the accumulated 
mileage. The magazine features news of Cathay Pacific such as new products and services, 
Marco Polo Club co-ordinator contact numbers, travel destinations, travel experience of the 
members, personal profile of selected members and a report on club member activities. Li 
addition, it runs a monthly competition which has travel prizes. 
FFPs were originally started by western carriers as another form of discount. 
However, it was also viewed as a devil in disguise by many airHnes who were obliged to fiU 
the planes with non-paying passengers. Before North American frequent flyer programmes 
became available in Asia, the provision of perks to the loyal customers appeared to be 
sufficient to generate enough of a competitive advantage. However, there are certain 
features whereby frequent flyer programmes exceed the benefits provided by Marco Polo 
Club and these are listed on the next page. 
1. accumulation of kms wiU eam members tangible prizes such as upgrades and free air 
tickets; 
2. there are no minimum kms flown before qualification for a membership; 
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3. points can be accumulated for more than 1 year; and 
4. points can be earned while flying with allied airHnes. 
In view of the existing intense competition, the above deficiencies and cost 
consideration, Cathay Pacific teamed together with Malaysian AirUnes and Singapore 
Airlines to set up an equally-owned joint venture company caUed Asian Frequent Flyer Pte 
Limited (AFFP) to run the frequent flyer programme 'Passages'. This is designed to award 
frequent flyers with free flights, upgrades or companion tickets based on points eamed by 
accumulating kilometres while flying First or Business class. 
However to run such a programme alone is highly costly, according to Cathay 
Pacific's 1994 Annual Report. Simultaneously as its passengers earn miles, Cathay Pacific 
has to pay agreed rates to AFFP which records the HabiUties of future transportation 
services. On the other hand, AFFP pays Cathay Pacific when Passages members redeem 
the air tickets. The Passages programme is Hmited to passengers flying by only Business or 
First Class since many economy class fares are highly discounted. 
According to C .F Kwan, Corporate Communications Manager of Cathay Pacific, 
the high yield First and Business class passengers are targetted as they are more brand-loyal 
and less cost-conscious unlike the economy class customers who are prone to switch to 
another airHne because of a slightly lower fare than that of Cathay. Moreover, the higher 
profit margin ofthese two classes is essential for the running ofthis programme. 
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Points can also be eamed when flying with partner airUnes, or staying in partner 
hotels or using card facilities with credit/charge card companies participating in this 
programme. The airlines include British Airways, Austrian Airlines and Swissair while 
some of the participating hotel chains are Shangri-la, Pan Pacific, Inter-Continental, Hyatt 
and Hilton International. The two credit/charge card companies are Citibank and American 
Express. Jn 1995, additional partners in the programme were AH Nippon Airways, Delta 
Airlines, Diners Club International, as well as some telecommunication and car rental 
companies. Similar to the Marco Polo Club, members receive a monthly travel statement 
together with a newsletter providing news and exclusive offers from travel partners e.g. 
hotels and car rental companies. 
Apart from offering additional incentives to retain loyal customers, the database of 
the FFP is a critical tool in "relationship marketing". The names and addresses, together 
with the individual preferences of individual members, form a pool of invaluable 
information that Cathay can use to research on passenger profile, values and attitudes and 
subsequently tailor its product to suit these needs. These contacts also allow the airUne to 
target the right customers and communicate with them directly and appropriately. The 
relationship thus built with the customer is stronger and long-lasting since advertisements 
address every member of the public in the same way. 
Dk?.dy.tiQn.Qf.id j^iP i^?ME? 
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The membership status is reviewed every year and the "less-productive" ones are 
not accepted as members. Members are reminded a few months in advance that they need 
to acquire a certain number of kms by year-end in order to renew or upgrade the 
membership. However, there is no programme on hand that investigates the reasons and 
foUows up on the “lost” customers. 
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Evaluation and Recommendation 
Evaluation of the Current Loyalty Marketing Programmes 
There are two factors that customers consider with regards to frequent flyer 
programmes when they choose an airline: 
1. Desirable product features comes before loyalty 
Frequent travellers welcome the idea of earning some extra benefits based upon the 
level of patronage. The strategy of tying rewards with the kms flown succeeds in 
motivating passengers to keep their loyalty provided that the airline excels in aU the critical 
factors that the passenger used in the choice of the airline. A whole range of factors such 
as schedules, frequency, safety and passenger service are considered more significant than 
the loyalty programmes. Therefore, the loyalty programme cannot bring in incremental 
business if the main product features are not desirable. 
2. Price elasticity depends on who is paying 
Travellers whose air tickets are paid by the company without any budget constraint 
are more Hkely to opt for airlines that run loyalty/frequent flyer programme than when they 
travel on their own budget. 
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Success Criteria 
As stated in the literature review, there are three success criteria and they have 
been used to evaluate Cathay's loyalty marketing programme. 
1. Does the programme align with company capabilities? 
The two loyalty marketing programmes do make use of the company's existing 
computing and human resources capability. However, Cathay should invest additional 
resources to make the frequent flyer programme more unique because "Passages" is 
presently jointly run by three airlines i.e. Cathay, Singapore and Malaysian Airlines. 
Cathay being one of the 3 members naturally contributes only one third of the 
resources; however, its payback becomes similarly diluted because customers can 
choose to fly with one of the other two airlines. The main reason why Cathay needs to 
join forces with the "competitors" is for cost minimization e.g. administrative, database 
maintenance and communication cost. All the same, Cathay should invest more 
resources to run its own loyalty programme for higher effectiveness. 
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2. Do customers value the programmel 
It was stated in the literature review that there are five dimensions to determine 
the attractiveness of the rewards - cash value, choice of redemption options, 
aspirations, relevance and convenience. After studying Cathay's loyalty programmes 
and based on the interviewees' information, Macro Polo Club is found to have an 
average performance in these five dimensions. "Passages" is better as the choice of 
redemption options allow members to have a free ticket after a certain mileage is 
reached, thus resulting in a higher cash payback value. Cathay should further improve 
these five dimensions in order to make the programmes more attractive. 
However, the existence of two similar marketing programmes (both building brand 
loyalty through rewards) is confusing to the consumers. Moreover, the majority of 
passengers travel by Economy Class but are not welcomed by "Passages". Consequently, 
they have a reason to switch to other Frequent Flyer Programmes where they can eam 
tickets. The deliberate omission of the economy class traveUers from the programme may, 
in the long run, make them join other programmes i.e. Cathay will lose business to other 
airlines. Since this group of travellers are not brand loyal, it is particularly important to give 
them an incentive to travel Cathay even if a slightly lower fare is offered by a competitor. 
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3 • Does partnering make the programme more competitivel 
Introducing more travel partners to provide exclusive offers has increased the 
perceived value ofthe membership. However, its effectiveness depends upon whether 
other airlines are doing similar deals so as to make such offers comparatively less 
unique. The presence of joint partners has essentially become a must as all major 
players have initiated strategic alliances while companies prefer to line up with 
powerfiil partners so as to guarantee sufficient bargaining power and attraction to the 
customers. 
Evaluation ofRelationship Marketing Efforts 
In order to evaluate the relationship marketing effort from the consumer's point 
of view, in-depth interviews were conducted with ten of Cathay's frequent travellers to 
evaluate how they value the benefits provided by these programmes. The findings are 
hereby presented: 
A. Cathay is not really engaging in relationship marketing 
Although Cathay claims to be doing relationship marketing, it is found to be 
undertaking frequency marketing instead. The differences between niche marketing, 
database marketing, segmentation, frequency marketing and relationship marketing 
have been stated previously. What Cathay is doing is just to increase the sales from the 
best customers, providing extra value-added benefits. Nothing is done to increase the 
loyalty ofcustomers so that they may become Advocates. 
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The "Relationship" was not felt or recognised by the interviewees. Even though 
management offered its loyal customers many perks and privileges, these were viewed as 
gimmicks or fringe benefits that should be granted anyway as the members bring in higher 
than average revenue to the company. This perception isjustifiable because of the way that 
the rewards are structured and communicated. Members still view the provision of these 
benefits as another form of transaction, i.e. "For N kms flown, I shaU get X level of reward 
but i fI fail to maintain N kms in Y period, I wiU not belong to this club/programme". This 
feeling is further fortified with the monthly travel statement that communicates the "value" 
of a customer to the airline by means ofkms flown. 
Therefore passengers rationally views these programme as frequency marketing 
gadgets and cannot find their real sense of belonging. The level of relationship is purely 
transactional. Even though members are invited to write in to reflect their views, most of 
them have an inertia to do so. Therefore the objective ofbuilding up a meaning relationship 
with the passengers is not attainable using the current tactics. 
The situation worsens when many traveUers are served by a small group of service 
providers such as air hostesses or reservation agents. It is therefore very difficult to build 
up a stable, trusting and long-lasting relationship which is possible in smaller organisations 
serving a limited number of customers. 
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Therefore /7 is important for Cathay to redefine the strategy and the 
implementation planfr()m the customer 's point of view so that the latter perceives the 
real values that are offered in a relationship with Cathay Pacific, 
B. A mass-marketing approach has been adopted for relationship building 
Ted Levitt describes marketing relationship as a "marriage" of a customer to a 
company rather than a “momentary flirtation" (Vavra, 1992). Very often, the purchase is 
the beginning of a relationship though unfortunately it is often viewed as the end of the 
story. Travellers often stated that recognition was not felt when they were actually on 
board the aircraft starting their joumey and certainly not after they have flown. Though 
questionnaires have been designed to collect feedback and expectations, the passengers did 
not feel that the airline truly cared for their needs. They also did not expect the airHnes 
would provide what they desired unless it was asked for. 
The present strategy tends to place emphasis on the features that the airline is able 
to offer e.g. non-smoking flights, more choice of flight times, new destination. The 
information gathered from surveys to find out the needs, wants and preferences of its 
passengers should help Cathay to develop its product strategy. However, these product 
features can always be imitated by competitors. It is more important for Cathay to find out 
what each individual traveller likes, what feelings exist about the flight joumey and what the 
future traveUing needs are. 
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However, the Marco Polo Club members feel that the airline knows very Uttle of 
individual needs. Once on board, members or non-members are treated according to the 
class flown with the possible exception ofFirst Class passengers who can receive attentive 
and personal service. The loyal Marco Polo Club member who may be traveUing frequently 
in Economy Class (due to short flights or company poHcy) will receive the same level of 
attention as another leisure traveller paying a discounted economy fare. 
Without sufficient knowledge of its different groups and the desire to provide a 
differing level of service to meet the needs of the different groups, airHnes can hardly hope 
to provide a truly personalised service and build individual relationship with the passengers. 
According to the interviewees, needs while travelling on business or leisure are drastically 
different. When on business, passengers look for increased privacy and quiet so as to either 
rest prior to the upcoming business activities or to catch up with work during the flight 
time. Less disruption from flight attendants or other passengers is desired. When traveUing 
on leisure, they prefer to talk with companions, play games, eat snacks, enjoy free drinks 
and good food. Therefore, simply by looking at these two groups, it is ak*eady possible to 
identify very different needs. There are other different groups such as elderly persons, 
parent(s) travelling with a baby, handicapped individuals, minor traveUing alone or students. 
The provision of a single level of service to fulfill the different expectations of aU groups 
wiU hardly be able to satisfy anyone. 
In fact it is highly amazing that most traveUers have tolerated this type of service for 
so long while other service marketers such as hotels, restaurants and banks have ab*eady 
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pioneered the personalising of service provided, thus hoping to generate long-term 
relationships by means of very professional customer service and the use of information 
technology. 
Under the current system, only the Marco Polo Club members wiU have a file 
record in the database that essentially stores the mileage flown. There is no record of the 
member's preference of food, seating or other special arrangements, type of discounted 
ticket...etc. Many other economy class passengers who may not faU within the criteria of 
flying 40,000 kms in six consecutive months could however be flying many short trips with 
Cathay for a long period of time. It is obvious that these customers have not been 
identified for relationship marketing purposes. 
Therefore ii is recommended that Cathay should not rely on mass-marketing 
techniques ifit is to jociis on relationship building. More emphasis should be placed on 
defining the individucil \s needs and preferences, recording and looking for ways to serve 
these needs, analysing and lookingfor opportunities to serve the customer better in future. 
In this aspect, the airluie generally lacks a long-term vision and commitment in trying to 
tailor-make the service. Il should also take a more caring and empathetic approach. 
On personalising the service, airline staff should aU share the same mission of 
providing incomparable attention, care and assistance so that the customer does not need to 
request it. Therefore, not only in the cabin but at other customer contact points, airline staff 
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undertaking reservations, ticketing, baggage handling or any other personal fimction should 
share this quest ofproviding high quality and attentive service. 
As suggested by Vavra, a modified marketing-mix that addresses the importance of 
customer retention focuses on (Vavra, 1992): 
1. Product: quality, reliability, and features; 
2. Price: price charged, pricing terms, and pricing offers; 
3. Place: accessibility to the marketer's goods or faciHties, and customer availability; 
4. Promotion: pre-sale advertising, pubHcity, and sales promotions; 
5. Customer communications: post-sale communication programmes ^>roprietary 
magazines, events and so on), 800 telephone centre, complaint and compliment 
handHng; 
6. Customer satisfaction: monitoring customer expectations and satisfaction with the 
existing product or service and the delivery system; and 
7. Servicing: pre-sale service, post-sale service, and customer convenience activities. 
According to Vavra, companies that only look for repeat purchase are sHghtly 
narrow-minded according to the definition of aftermarketing. The aim is to reassure the 
customer that a right choice has been made. As defined by Varva, the goals of 
aftermarketing are: 
1. keep customers satisfied after the purchase; 
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2. increase the probability for repeat purchase; 
3. motivate the purchase of another of the company's products; and 
4. monitor the satisfaction of the customers; let them feel appreciated and use the 
coUected information for strategic planning. 
The following steps need to be taken: 
1. Identify the customer base; 
2. Acknowledge individual customers; 
3. Understand their needs and expectations; 
4. Measure satisfaction delivered to customers; 
5. Provide plenty of communication channels; and 
6. Actively show appreciation of their patronage. 
There are a number of popular aftermarketing activities that companies engage in. 
From a survey conducted in 1991 by Advertising Age ofUSA's top 100 advertisers (with a 
response rate of28%), the frequency of the common activities performed by the companies 
are stated below: 
Analyze and respond to complaint mail 95% 
Conduct regular customer satisfaction surveys 82 
Sponsor special events or activities for customers 77 
Maintain a database of current customers 72 
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Conduct a customer communication programme 71 
Offer an 800 telephone number for customers 70 
Offer customers a frequency incentive programme 53 
Conduct exit interviews among departing customers 43 
Publish a proprietary magazine for customers 40 
The key to building a successful relationship is the knowledge of and familiarity 
with the customers. With the advance of computing facilities, companies can use databases 
to keep track of their customers. A customer information file can thus be set up for many 
purposes (Varva, 36), the methodology being shown on the next page. 
1. Identify the most important customers and present the best offer, product or service at 
the appropriate time; 
2. Interact with the customers in a truly personalised level; 
3. Open a true dialogue by tracking interactions, searching for changes in purchases and 
allowing the marketer to predict future changes; and 
4 Assist in product development as the database provides information on who bought the 
product, how satisfied he or she is and what are the improvement areas. 
C. Change the mentality of the whole organization 
According to Vavra, companies should change the mentality of staff from 
treating each transaction as closing a deal to that of beginning the building of a 
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relationship. This also presently results in a conquest mentality of winning new 
customers while ignoring the current ones. Relationship marketing should not be treated 
as a loyalty programme attached to the traditional four Ps in marketing. Currently, it is 
treated as another division in Cathay's marketing department. It should be integrated as a 
mindset with its principles affecting the traditional marketing-mix. This requires a change in 
management mentality coupled with organizational changes as well as the introduction of 
personnel policies to effect its implementation. 
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D. Closely examine broken relationships 
Currently there is little effort spent to investigate or save the relationships that 
were broken. Members were reminded of their current mileage balance and how much 
more they need to achieve to obtain rewards or to renew their membership. In the 
case of Marco Polo Club, management is more keen to cut off relationships that are 
less-profitable in the short-term by refusing members the renewal of their membership 
status. 
There is not any follow up action of members who quit the FFP and even 
records are not kept of the cancellation of memberships. So, Cathay should set up a 
team to maintain the customer base and keep track of any members who change from 
being a heavy user to a light user and finally a non-user. Cathay should investigate the 
reasons which may provide important indicators of the company's performance level 
and deficiencies. 
Using the previously mentioned twelve principles in implementing Relationship 
Marketing, this study has the following recommendations: 
1 The shift from traditional mass-marketing to relationship marketing requires long-
term vision and financial commitment from Cathay's top management. If the focus is on 
the short-term bottom-line, then many efforts/investments wiU be classified as unnecessary 
and opportunities to build meaningftil relationships wiU be neglected. 
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2. A piece-meal approach of setting up a division to implement relationship marketing 
wiU not warrant an integrated approach. Management should push through aU levels for a 
total implementation. 
3. A reorganisation of the existing functional structure is required so that profit 
centres are set up to market to different niches. This will help to more effectively aUocate 
necessary resources for achieving the objective. 
4. Direct marketing and direct response techniques should be incorporated in 
integrated marketing campaigns so as to complement the traditional communication tools 
such as image building advertising. 
5. The setting up of a centralised database to record passenger information will help 
departments plan and direct their resources and thereby achieve a high degree of 
integration. 
6. The definition of profit centre should thus be based on customer groups rather than 
on individual transactions. 
7 The Human Resources department should estabUsh policies that will enable aU 
departments to participate in relationship building with customers. It is especiaUy important 
to instil a favourable organisational culture and values that staff share. Li addition, special 
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attention should be paid to recruitment, selection, training and motivation of front-line 
client-contact staff since a reduction in their turnover rate wiU help to maintain stabiUty. 
8. In order to empower employees with more relationship responsibiHties, enough 
authority should be delegated so that customer contact staff can act flexibly and proactively 
to meet individual passenger needs. 
9. Non-relational tasks should be minimised in the list of duties undertaken by 
relationship managers so that relationship tasks can be given a higher priority. 
10. Staff should be appraised in relationship building criteria so that efforts will be 
directed to achieve the set targets. 
E. Provide more channels for direct contact 
There is increasing contoversy over the role of travel agents in seUing air tickets as 
they presently eam commission based on sales volume rather than the actual task 
undertaken. It is recommended that airlines should deal more directly with the traveUers, 
the discount-savings thus passing directly to the consumer. This change would allow the 
airiine to have better control on the overall relationship-buiilding process as it will then have 
a much clearer idea on the purchasing pattern, buying behaviour and preference of each 
individual traveller. This aspect wiU improve mutual understanding and open up more 




As consumer markets diversify, traditional mass marketing techniques have become 
inadequate to address the needs of the customers. The cost of acquiring new customers is 
thus becoming increasingly expensive. As marketers start to reaUse that proper 
management of the existing customer base provides better than average yield, the concept 
of managing relationships with customers is becoming increasingly accepted. 
Whether a company can successMy implement relationship marketing depends on 
its overall orientation and internal co-ordination such that aU staff gear their efforts towards 
managing customer relationships and thus ensure long-term profitability. Loyalty 
marketing programmes designed without such a focus and company-wide integration are 
therefore doomed to become another traditional marketing promotional programme which 
wiU result in diminshing returns with the passage of time. 
Of course, our study has its limitations. This study has used a qualitative 
approach to uncover the views, ideals and opinions of Cathay Pacific's customers. 
Quantitative research was not carried out due to the difficulty in obtaining the names 
of a reasonably large number of customers to enable the undertaking of a 
representative survey. Since the database is of a confidential nature, the method was 
not used for this study but can be easily undertaken internally by the company. 
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Cathay has also built relationships with its suppliers, intermediaries and other 
groups; however, detailed information is difficult to obtain as it is treated as the 





The criteria and benefits ofjoining the Marco Polo Club 
(Source: Reproduction from Marco Polo Club Membership Guide 1995/96) 
TO J o m 
.Fly 40,000 kms on CX in any class in a 6-mth period 
.All members enter at Green Card level 
.Must be 18 years or over 
TO UPGRADE OR RENEW 
.5 levels - Green, Gold, Diamond, Family, Lifetime 
.Build kms and upgrade to next level 
.The more you fly, the more privileges you enjoy 
.Immediate upgrade to next level when eligible 
.Membership valid for a 12 mth period 
• Once you upgrade/renew, km credits start at zero 
.CX and Dragonair kms credited towards renewal/upgrade 
.Family membership is an exclusive Diamond Card privilege 
.Family kms not credited to Diamond Card membership 
HOW TO UPGRADE OR RENEW 
Any class kms in 12 F/C Class sectors Any class Any class kms in a 
mths in 12 mths kms in 5 yrs minimum of 10 yrs 
GREEN 40,000 OR U OR 
GOLD ~ " “ 80,000 OR 25 OR 5 0 0 , 0 0 0 ~ 
“DIAMOND ~ ~ 250,000 o f 60 — OR — 1,000,000 
~LEFETnvffi 2，000,000 
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GREEN CARD PRIVILEGES 
TO RENEW 
Fly 40,000 kms in any class 
or 12 sectors in First or Business Class in 12 mths of 
current membership period 
GLOBAL ASSISTANCE 
.Club Service Centre and Hotline in Hong Kong 
.Club Co-ordinators worldwide 
.Monthly Club magazine 
.Regular travel statements 
.Worldisk three times a year 
RESERVATIONS AND CHECK-IN 
.Select seat for you & up to 4 travel companions 
.Priority waitlisting 
.Check in at any CX First or Business Class counter 
.Telecheck, CityCheck, Faxcheck 
BAGGAGE 
.Priority handling 
.10kg extra on any CX flight 
. 2 additional 10kg baggage vouchers 
. 2 personalised baggage tags 
LOUNGE FACILITUES 
.Relax in CX lounges whenever you fly CX 
• Enjoy the CX Business Class Lounge in Hong Kong 
• Invite 1 travel companion to any CX lounge 
ADDITIONAL BENEFITS 
• Local Frequent Flyer Programme benefits 
.Benefits at leading hotels worldwide 
.Benefits on car rental, duty free and much more 
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GOLD CARD PRIVILEGES 
TO QUALIFY OR RENEW 
Fly 80,000 kms in any class 
or 25 sectors in First or Business Class in 12 mths of 
current membership period 
or 500,000 kms in any class in 5 yrs 
GLOBAL ASSISTANCE 
.Club Service Centre and Hotline in Hong Kong 
.Club Co-ordinators worldwide 
.Monthly Club magazine 
.Regular travel statements 
.Free monthly copy of ABC Executive Flight Planner 
.Worldisk three times a year 
RESERVATIONS AND CHECK-IN 
.Select seat for you & up to 4 travel companions 
.Priority waitlisting 
.Guaranteed Economy Class seat with 72 hrs notice 
.Check in at any CX First or Business Class counter 
.Telecheck, CityCheck, Faxcheck 
BAGGAGE 
.Priority handling 
.15kg extra on any CX flight 
. 5 additional 10kg baggage vouchers 
. 2 personalised baggage tags 
LOUNGE FACILITIES 
.Relax in CX lounges worldwide whenever you travel 
.Exclusive section ofCX Business Class Lounge in Hong Kong 
.Invite 2 travel companions to CX lounges whenever you travel 
ADDITIONAL BENEFITS 
.Local Frequent Flyer Programme benefits 
.Benefits at leading hotels worldwide 
Benefits on car rental, duty free and much more 
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DMMOND CARD PRIVILEGES 
TO QUALIFY OR RENEW 
Fly 250,000 kms in any class 
or 60 sectors in First or Business Class in 12 mths of 
current membership period 
or 1,000,000 kms in any class in 5 yrs 
GLOBAL ASSISTANCE 
.Club Service Centre and Hotline in Hong Kong 
.Club Co-ordinators worldwide 
.Monthly Club magazine 
.Regular travel statements 
.Free monthly copy of ABC Executive Flight Planner 
.Worldisk three times a year 
RESERVATIONS AND CHECK-EV 
.Select seat for you & up to 4 travel companions 
.Priority waitlisting 
.Guaranteed Economy Class seat with 24 hrs notice 
.Check in at any CX First or Business Class counter 
.Telecheck, CityCheck, Faxcheck 
BAGGAGE 
."First Priority" handling 
.20kg extra on any CX flight 
. 5 additional 10kg baggage vouchers 
. 2 personalised baggage tags 
LOUNGE FACILITIES 
.Relax in CX lounges worldwide whenever you travel 
.Enjoy the CX First Class Lounge in Hong Kong 
.Invite 2 travel companions and immediate family 
to any CX lounge whenever you travel 
ADDITIONAL BENEFITS 
.Free Green Card membership 
.Local Frequent Flyer Programme benefits 
.Benefits at leading hotels worldwide 
Benefits on car rental, duty free and much more 
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FAMILY CARD PRIVILEGES 
TO QUALIFY 
Be recommended by spouse or parent who meets 
Diamond Card criteria 
.Family members must be 18 years or over 
GLOBAL ASSISTANCE 
.Club Service Centre and Hotline in Hong Kong 
.Club Co-ordinators worldwide 
RESERVATIONS AND CHECK-EV 
.Select seat for you & up to 4 travel companions 
.Priority waitlisting 
.Check in at any CX First or Business Class counter 
.Telecheck, CityCheck, Faxcheck 
BAGGAGE 
.Priority handling 
.10kg extra on any CX flight 
. 2 additional 10kg baggage vouchers 
. 2 personalised baggage tags 
LOUNGE FACILITIES 
.Relax in CX lounges worldwide whenever you fly CX 
.Enjoy the CX Business Class Lounge in Hong Kong 
.Invite 1 travel companion to any CX lounge 
ADDITIONAL BENEFITS 
.Local Frequent Flyer Programme benefits 
.Benefits at leading hotels worldwide 
.Benefits on car rental, duty free and much more 
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LIFETIME CARD PRIVILEGES 
TO QUALIFY 
Fly over 2,000,000 kms on CX in a minimum of 10 years 
1. Diamond, Gold & Green Card members 
add extra Lifetime privileges to your current benefits 
or 
2. When travel falls below 40,000 kms in 12 mths 
enjoy all benefits below 
GLOBAL ASSISTANCE 
.Club Service Centre and Hotline in Hong Kong 
.Club Co-ordinators worldwide 
.Monthly Club magazine 
.Regular travel statements 
.Worldisk three times a year 
RESERVATIONS AND CHECK-EV 
.Select seat for you & up to 4 travel companions 
.Priority waitlisting 
.Check in at any CX First or Business Class counter 
.Telecheck, CityCheck, Faxcheck 
. 2 firm upgrade vouchers per calendar year X ^ 
BAGGAGE 
."First Priority" handling 
.10kg extra on any CX flight 
. 5 additional 10kg baggage vouchers every year 
. 2 personalised baggage tags 
LOUNGE FACILITIES 
.Relax in CX lounges worldwide whenever you travel 
.Enjoy the CX First Class Lounge in Hong Kong 
.Invite 2 travel companions and immediate family 
to any CX lounge whenever you travel 
ADDITIONAL BENEFITS 
.Local Frequent Flyer Programme benefits 
.Benefits at leading hotels worldwide 




1. What is Cathay Pacific's mission statement? 
2. What is Cathay Pacific's product strategy? 
3. What are the reasons for launching loyalty/relationship marketing programmes? 
4. When did management start these programmes? 
5. Which departments run these programmes? 
6. How involved is the whole company in implementing relationship marketing? 
7. What are the objectives of the Marco Polo Club? 
8. What are the criteria for becoming a Marco Polo Club member? 
9. Is there any differentiation between the different level of class of travel in terms of 
membership? What different benefits are offered to these levels? 
10. How many members are currently in the Marco Polo Club ？ 
11. What are some of the members，characteristics and travel pattern? 
12. How does management motivate members to retain their loyalty with Cathay 
Pacific? 
13. What are the privileges or benefits of the Marco Polo Club? 
14. What are the tangible benefits and what are the intangible ones? 
15. Are there any other privileges provided by third parties to Marco Polo Club 
members? 
16. Is there a time limit to the membership? What are the procedures for renewal? 
17. What happens to those members who cannot fiilfill the membership criteria? 
18. What does Cathay Pacific do to find out the reasons for members leaving the club? 
19. How does Marco Polo Club differ from Passages? 
20. What is the rationale tjf setting up Passages? 
21. Why are three Joint Venture partners involved? 
22. What are the advantages and disadvantages of setting up such ajoint venture? 
23. How are costs shared between the three parties? 
24. What are the accounting procedures for these companies to re-charge when 
members to redeem their rewards? 
25. Is there any third party participation in the Passages programme? 
26. Why did Passages accept these members? What are the advantages and 
disadvantages? 
Interview questions for members belonging to Marco Polo Club/ Passages programme. 
1. What are your reasons for joining these programmes? 
2. How did you become a member? 
3 • What are the important benefits that attract you? 
4 How do these benefits affect your choice of a particular airline? 
5 What are the important criteria that you use to choose an airline? 
6. Do you feel you are a valued member? 
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7. How strong is your sense ofbelonging to these loyalty programmes? 
8. Do you consider yourself engaged in a relationship with the airline after you joined 
its loyalty programmes'^ 
9. What do you assess the relationship between you and the airline? 
10. Are you willing to pay a premium to fly with a loyalty programme (when travelling 
on your own budget/ when travelling on company budget)? 
11. How likely are you to switch to another airline if the loyalty programme was 
dropped? 
12. How satisfied are you with the special privileges and services offered by these 
loyalty programmes? How important are they to you? 
13. What are your opinion of the products and services offered by airline partners? 
How important are these privileges to you? 
14. How should any of the above privileges be expanded to family members and your 
guests? 
15. What are the privileges or services you would suggest to be offered? 
16. What information do you receive from the company and how frequently? 
17. How satisfied are you with the current communication materials and channels? Any 
suggestions on improvement areas? 
18. What are the factor(s) that you would consider more important than accumulating 
mileage when you choose to fly by a certain airline? (e.g. more convenient 
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